




YOUNG ELECTRONIC DESIGNERS
SHOW THEIR PACES

As in previous years, the finals of
the Young Electronic Designer
Awards, held at the Science Mu-
seum in London recently,
showed the creativity and the
imagination of yaung British de-
signers in electronics.
As before, the competition,

sponsored by Mercury Commu-
ntcations Ud and Texas Instru-
ments, in association with the In-
stitution er Electrical Engineers
(lEE), was open to students be-
tween the ages of 12 and 25 years
from secondary school, colleges
and unlversities. The competition
challenges yaung destgners to in-
vent and produce novel elec-
tronic devices that meet an
everyday need.

Winning the Duke of York's
Award for Creative Technology
was Cernma Wicks, a 'lö-year old
from Bancroft's School, Waod
Green, Essex, who devised a sys-
tem for displaying the stopping
distances for vehicles. Gemma,
whose project had already won
the Young Engmeer Award's Stl-
ver Crest at the British Youth Sei-
ence Fair, held at G-Mex, Man-
chester, recently, is a rnember of
an electronies club at her schocl
and discovered the need for the
project when her friend was
leaming to drive.

Receiving the Mercury Planet
Award of f2,500 for school and
student for the most socially or
envtronmentally aware project
was Mare Lien, an 18-year old
student formerly from the Mer-
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chant Taylors School, North-
wood, Middlesex, whose project
was a quadriplegic computer aid.
Mare, whlle taking a leve! Maths,
Physics and Design Technology,
designed a remarkable piece of
hardware and software, which
enables the disabled to control a
computer by head movernents
and also to replace the use of a
mouse by blowing through a
tube.
Mare came upon the idea for

the project while working with
the section of sodety now known
as PHAB5-PhysicaUy Handi-
capped Able-Bodied-as part of
his schooling. Mare told Elektor
Eiectronics: "I eam to realize just
how difficult it was for many of
them to use an ordinary ccm-
puter".
For the project, a major part

of his Design and Technology A
level work, Mare created a head-
set with e series of electronlc sen-
sors that follow head rnove-
ments: the software, which he
wrote in assembler language;
and a computer keyboard on the
screen. His software will even
a.Uow the computer to da the
talking for PHABS.
The project has been field-

tested and already several com-
mercial companies have ex-
pressed an interest.
Taking the Texas Instrument

prize of 0,500 for sd1001and stu-
dent for the most commercially
viable project was 15-year old
Christopher Caulkin, a fourth-
year student from Radley Col-
lege, Abingdon, Oxfordshire.
who is taking electronics at GCSE
level.
Christopher's device, a mi-

croccntroller-based instrument
for controlling sunbathing was
the result of a painfuJ experience
in the sun.
Christopher told Elektor Elec-

trania: "I was looking for a pro-
ject which would be a solution to
a problern and not a solution
looking for a problern. People
nowadays spend more and more
time in the sun and as a resuJt
we need a system that tells them
when to cover up. The safety de-
vice provides a simple and at-
tractive solution against sunburn
and the potentially resuJtant skin
cancer.' [I11 western Eurcpe, each
year more tlum ten thol/sand people
die from skil1 amca; in manv cases
caused by sllllbnthillg. Editor]
"It ls very simple to use,

merely requiring the user to se-
leet his/her skin tone and the
strength of the suncream ap-
plied. This is selected by pressing
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the relevant button until the re-
quired value is shown on the
screen. The safe tan device is
then sct and will beep when it's
time for the sunbather to get out
of the sun. If he/she decides to go
indoors for any reason, the de-
vice can be stopped by a pause
button. The device even turns it-
self off automatically after it has
warned the user to go indoors. It
can also be switched off manu-
ally by pressing and holding a
switch for three seconds. There is
apower saving sequence if the
device is left untouched for more
than thirty seconds: this ends
when any button is pressed. 111e
display constantly updates the
recommended time the user has
remaining. It is small, light and
convenient, and operates from
standard batteries."
In electronic terms, the device

uses one linear Tl light sensor,
three pcb mounted push-button
switches: a buzzer; a dual high
brightness 7-segment LED display,
end a Type PIC16C73XS micro-
controller. Power is derived from
three series-connected AAA bat-
teries. The device cost about E15
to build, but Christopher believes
that this would be halved für
production quantities of 100 and
over. He estimates the merket p0-
tential in the Uk alone at 10 ruil-
lion. Needless to say, Chrlstopher
has already applied for a patent
for his device, while a number of
commercial organizations have
expressed an interest in it.

Peter Tonge, a 16-year old
from Bolton Scheel, took the TEE
Award of fl,OaO for school and
student for the best new entrant
to yeda with his audio preampli-
fier; Peter; who is taking his GCSEs
, indudlng Technology, this sum-
mer, decided to solve the prob-
lem of how to control the volume
of a video recorder and a hi-fi
unit at the same time. He told
Elektor Electronics: "The most dif-
ficult part was the decoding of
the TVremote controUer."
Winning the YEDA trophy and

t:1,aaa for the Senior Category
(18-25 years) was AJan Capper, a
22-year old student from the
University of Wales, Bangar,
whose projeet was dubbed

Alan üappet

'TEo'-The Electronic Doctor.
This is a system that allows the
duty GP to remotely monitor a
patient's vital signs by telephone,
that is, tele-medicine, before de-
ciding whether to visit, call an
ambulance or give other advice.
TED uses only four electronic

sensors housed in an easy-to-use
hand-held unit, to measure
seven or more parameter directly,
including temperature, respira-
tory rate, breathing SOlU1ds,ECC,
blood oxygen level, blood pres-
sure and pulse rate. Other para-
meters are derived mathemati-
cally by the GP'S computer.
Alan said: "The aim of the

project is to provide the CPwith
a range of relevant' Information
that can be readily viewed, ma-
nipulated and recorded, on a lap-
top computer in the form of suf-
ficient quality to enable a rea-
sonable, preliminary diagnosis to
be made. Its purpese is to ftlter
unnecessary night-rime calls,
thereby reducing the load on GPS
who are becoming increasingly
disillusioned with their increased
werk load. By providing TED

with a dedicated computer inter-
face and software, data ean be
validated by inspection and com-
plete records created without ef-
fort."
Coming second in the Senior

Category was Mare Lien with his
quadriplegic computer; and third
was Louise Jens, 22, from Brunel
University, Egham, Surrey, with
her universal remote controller.
Highly commended in this

category were Ben Curren, 18,
from Bolton Scheel. with his re-
mote controllight filter changer
for stage lighting; Matthew Wil-
son, 22, also frorn Brunel Univer-
sity for his unit to adapt a video
recorder to record teletext subti-
tJes with programmes; and An-
drew Lyness, 18, from Ballyclare
High School, Ballyclare, North-
ern Ireland. for his fully inte-
grated electrical guitar and am-
plifier effects project.
In the Intermediate Category

(15-17-year olds), first prize went
to Chrtstopher Caulkin fOT his
microcontroller sunbathing
warning device. Second prize
was for Andrew Gough, 17, from
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Events

May
21-23: The Internet World
Exhibition in Landon.

30-2 June: The Horne rc
Show. For details, phone
0181 849 6200

June
2: Northern Mobile Amateur
Radio Rally at Ripon Race-
course
Open: 11:00 am
Talk-in on 822 trom 09:30 am
Follow signs to Ripon Race-
course trom A61 Ripon By-
Pass.
Details: phone 01765 640229

4-5: The ICET 96 conference
on electronics techno/ogies
in Brighton, UK.

18-20: Multimedia 96 at tne
Business Design Centre, Lon-
don. For details, phone
0171 359 3535

30: The 39th Lang/eat Ama-
teur Radio Rally
Open 10.00 am to 1700 pm.
Free car parking
150 Irade stands
20 loeal and national club
stands
Adults f2·50
Senior Citizens E2'OO
Chi/dren 50p
Follow the brown tourist
signs tor 'Lang/eat Hause'
(Not Safari Park) trom the A36
near Warminster, Wiltshire.
Detai/s: phone 0117 940 2950

July
16-18: The Semicon/West
96 exhibition and conference
in San Francisco.

September
2-8: The Farnborough Air·
show at Farnborough, UK.

Oetober
8-10: The Euro·EMC exhibi-
non at Sandown, UK.
18-27: The Connect 96 con-
sumer electronics show at
the NEC, Birmingham.

November
12-15: The Electronics 96
exhibition in Munieh, Ger-
many.
26-28: The Manufacturing
Week Exhibition al the NEC,
Birmingham.

Deeember
8-11: The International
Electronic Devices Meeting
in San Frencisco.

Portadown, Northem lreland, for
his audio multitester: and third
prize went to Paul Caulter; 17,
from Ballyclare High Scheel, Bal-
lyclare, Northe.rn Ireland. for his
Automatie 'Iemperarure Embed-
ded Sensing Equipment--;-ATESE.

Highly commended in this
category were Rebecca Largo, 15,
Shama Chaudrey, 15, Joanna
Stagg, 16, and Bevan Davies, 15,
for their electronic device to aid
youog children with mathematte
system. Also highly commended
were Peter Tonge with his audio
preamplifier; and Gemma Wicks
for her head-up stopping display
for vehicles.
Topping the Junior (under-Iö)

Category for a YEDA trophy and
fSoo for school end student was
David Kelnar, a 14-year old from
Merchlston Castle SdlOOI, Edin-
burgh, who devised an accessi-
ble, multi-medie educational sys-
tem, creating both the hardware
and the software.
Secend in this category was

Timothy Short, 14, from
Sevenoaks School, Sevenoaks,
Kent, for his programmable
windscreen wiper controller;
Third place was for Iames An-
derson, 14, from Radley College,
Abingdon, for his finder unit to
aid the blind.
Highly commended in this

section were Eileen Parks, Gayle
Doulton and Natelia Smith, aJJ14
and from Ballyclare High School,
Ballyclare, Northern Ireland. for
their electronic Fast Unfreezing
Nozzle (FUN for short). Also
highly commended were Darre
Palmer, 14, frcm Bancroft's
5choo1, Wood Green, Essex, for
an electronic device to alert a dri-
ver that the vehicle in front is
braking heavily; and Karen Sc-
holes, 14, frorn Ridley High
School, Blyth, Northumberland,
for her blood-sugar level tester
for diabetics.
Despite YEDA being in lts

tenth year, there is no evidence
that the innovation and creativ-
ity of young electronlc designers
in the Uni ted Kingdom is show-
ing any waning. During the
course of its ten-year history,
YEDA innovations have included
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a hand-held elec-
tronic meter probe to
measure brake fluid
contamination for
use in service sta-
tions: the beam
music, aseries of
infra-red light bearns
that are broken by
hand movements
and sensed by a
compu ter-controlled
keyboard which gen-
erates music notes; a
safety iron for hand-

icapped OI visually impaired
people: an electronic hand-held
anemometer/windspeed measur-
ing device with no moving parts.

Details of the YEDAScherne
may be obtained from
The YEDATrust
24 London Road
Horsharn
West Sussex RH12 IAH
Telephone 01403 211048
FaX' 01403210770.

ELECTRONIC CERAMICS NOW AND
THEIR FUTURE

Novel machining techniques and
recent developments in more
predsely controlled conventional
machining, achieving accuracies
in component parts of within
50 nrn, has led to significant
progress in the use of ceramies in
a bid to reduce the size and in-
crease the response speed of elec-
trank circuits.
For some time, ceramies have

been widely employed in many
electrical and electronic compo-
nents such as insulators, conduc-
tors, resistors, capacitors. and
sensors.

Reducing stresses
However; the more complex and
hlghly developed electronic de-
vices, involving high density
packaging for example, will de-
mand eeramics that exhibit ther-
mal expansion in line with silicon
so that thermal stress are re-
duced, a uniform low dielectnc
capability for signal processing
enhancement, end superior ther-
mal conductivity to disperse the
heat from integrated drcuits.
Such materials as alumina,

beryllium oxide, aluminium ni-
tride, sillcon nitride, mullite, zir-
cona, and fernte, meet many of
these criteria, with alurnina prob-
ably being the most widely used.
Several oxide compositions,
mainly silicon oxide, some glass-
ceramies as well as silicon nitride,
have been developed as thin-film
insulators for integrated circuits.
Modified Iead rnagnesium mo-
bate, which exhibits high dielec-
tric content among its properties,
is being used for disc, multilayer
and truck-film capacitors, while
lead zirconate-titanate formula-
tions are the primary materials
for ferroelectric thin films em-
ployed in memory applications.

Significant development
One of the rnost significant de-
velopments in machining tech-

niques has been developed at
Warwiek University where the
object of reducing spacing be-
tween conductor tracks has been
furthered by leser driUing. The
lasers have been employed in
drilling green-stete dielectrics to
produce high-density intercon-
nections for mlcroelectronics sys-
tems. They are used to drill ver-
tical holes in layers of multi-layer
dielectric where layers of con-
ductors, voltage reference planes,
decoupling capaeitors, resistors,
and so on, are separated by lay-
ers of d ielectric. The holes are
then filled with conductor mate-
rials to form 'vias' for connection
to the printed circuit on each
layer.
The drilling is carried out in

the green state of the dielectric
which is produced by standard
thick-film techniques. To satisfy
the particular requirements of
the dielectric, various comblna-
tions of glass and glass-ceramic
matertals were subjecred to the
laser-drilling process and to sub-
sequent sintering. Tests show that
the optimum combination in-
duded a medium softening point
glass-ceremic and high softening
point glass which underwent
crystallization during the sinter-
ing prccess.
This technique provides for

small vias of 50-60 jlm to be
achieved with a carbon dioxide
laser using only a small number
of steps and conventional screen-
printing technology. The laser
drilling process is selective as
only the dielectric is drilled be-
cause absorption characteristics
are matched to the laser wave-
length. lt is also self-lirnitlng be-
cause the underlying metal con-
ductor reflects the laser light.

Super abrasives
Laser optics have also been de-
veloped to drill thin film organic
dielectrics with excimer lasers.

Elektor Electronics 6/96



With the more conventional ap- of brittle materials, was incorpo-
proach to high-precision grtnd- rated. These capabilities mean
ing of advanced ceremics, the so- that the machine can take the
called 'super abrasives' are usu- real sub-um cuts that are essen-
ally preferred for the appropriate tial for accuracy while minimiz-
eutting and grinding processes. ing sub-surface damage.
Cubic boron nitron (ebn), for in- A major manufacturer and
stance. is harder and more wear- supplier of advanced technical
resistent than conventional ebra- ceramies for the microelectronics
sives such as aluminium oxide industry is Coors Ceramic Elec-
and silicon carbide. tronies. Among the company's

Although ebn resists chemical products are eeramic substrates
attack by iron, cobalt and nickel, for mlcroelectrcnic circuitry,
diamond is the super abrasive laser-machined substrates, dry-
generally best suited for grinding pressed ceramics, and metallized
cera mies formulations. Among ceramies.
the latest of the mcre conven- Ta meet the needs of elec-
tional type machines using dia- tronic packeging. the company
mond abrasive is an ultra-stiff offers 92 per cent alununa, alu-
cornputer numeric eontrolled mina nitride, and low-tempera-
(cnc} aspheric generatlng grind- ture cofire glass ceramic. Coors
ing machine developed by Cran- rnanufacturing processes include
field Precision Engineering. continuaus tape casting, dry
Known as the nanocentre. the pressing, roll cornpaction, and ex-
machirte is a new ultra-predsion truston, involving alumina, zir-
me aspheric generator. conias, and other advances ce-

~--._-","-- ramics. Laser machining
and numencally con-
trolled punching of sub-
strates, refractory metal-
lizing, lapping polishing
and grinding of ceramics,
and applying epoxy to
ceramies are among the
processes undertaken by
the cornpany.

•

Detail of the Nanocentre at
Cranfield Precision Engi-
neering_

Excellent stability
lt features high loop stiffness,
thus ensuring efficient ductile
regime grinding of a range of
brittle materials on components
up to 600 Olm diameter and
250 Olm axiallength and to ac-
curacies of wirhin 50 nm. The
Nanocentre ~ a six-axis diemond
turning and duetile regime
grinding machlne ~ is bedded in
graniten 5100, a synthetic gran-
ite, to give excellent dimensional
stability, high speciftc stiffness
,and high internal damping.

Further stability needed Ior
precision machining of ceramic
components is provided by sup-
porting the base on a three-point,
self-levelling pneumatic isolation
system that stands on a large,
damped-mass, concrete founda-
tion. The nano-grinding facility
for this maehine was designed to
exploit the latest technological
advances in grinding of glase, ce-
ramics, and other hard materials.

To achieve thls, the highest
possible loop stiffness, a critical
factor in ductile-mode machining
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The future
But what of the future? It
is eonsidered that 5 nm
Une widths of gold on sil-
icon substrates is theoret-

ically posslble. This next genera-
tion of electronic devices is called
static induetion transistors (sit).
However; that is not all. A major
potential competitor to the elec-
trank sit is the optical (photonie)
transphasor. This optical system
promises switching speeds of
perhaps, a few ps. Unlike the
electronic transistor, it eould also
be capable of rnore than two sta-
ble states, a potential that would
revolutionlze present-day com-
puting logic.

Photon transmisslon technol-
ogy could eventually achieve bet-
ter performance than the indium
antimorude, gallium arsenide,
and zinc selenide, used in many
research programmes. These and
other exciting developments in-
volving new spedalized ceramies
will put even greater demands
on a new generation of precision
engineering machines.
[Ips - 351v'5 J

ESR CATALOGUE
The new 1996 rca Production Cat-
aiogue from ESR Electronic Com-
ponents Is sure to be of interest
to mcst readers. It is fully illus-
trated and covers alt aspects of
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pri.nted-circuit board (rea) pro-
duction for hobby, edueation and
professional use. Tt is ideal for
small volume a.nd prototype
work.

The catalogue carries all that
is required to take an idea on
paper, from a simple prototype
on breadboard, matrix board or
stripboard through to a PCBlay-
out, and finally to a professional
looking peb. All materials, chem-
Icals, equipment, tools, and safety
equipment, are included.

Contents include Develop-
ment, Drafting materiale, rce
laminates, PCB equipment, Chem-
icals, Tools, and Health and
Safety. Many new produets are
induded, a11 competitively
prlced, making thls catalogue a
eomprehensive one-stop scurce
for rce production.

For a free copy, send an A4
SAE (with 47 P of stamps). Also
sent free when requested with
any order over f 7·50.
ESR Electronic Components, Sta- .,
tion Road, Cullercoats, Tyne & ~
Wear, NE30 4PQ. Telephone 0191
2524363; Fax 0191 252 2296.

TROUBLE WITH
AUDIO PARTS?
In the UK: many high-precision
resistors (1%, 0.1% and 0.01%)
are available ex standard stock
from Rhopoint Components. The
resistors include wirewound,
metal foil, power film, end man-
ganin foil types.
Full design-in information Is
available frorn Rhopoint Compo-
nents, Holland Road, Hurst
Green, Oxted, Surrey RH8 9AX,
England. Phone 01883 717 988;
fax 01883 712 938.

In the USA: a wide variety of
parts for the serious and not-so-
serious audio construetor is avail-
able from Seseom, Inc. Send for a
catalogue on hardware, trans-
formers, sips, and many other
parts to Sescom, lnc., 2100 Ward
Drive, Henderson, NV 89015-
4249 USA. Phone (702) 565-3400;
fax (702) 565-4828. --r __

SUPER DISKETTE
3M, in cooperation with Compaq
and Matshushita Kotobuki (MKE),
have developed a new genera-
tion of floppy disks to replace the
current 2 MB diskettes. The new
diskettes will have astarage ca-
pacity of 120 MB. The new drives
required will be fully eompatible
with the CUTTent generanon of
diskettes. It is expected that the
new diskettes will be on the mar-
ket during the course of Ws year.

11~

In brief
Televison and all Ihal

On the 1 June this year, it wifl
be 50 years aga that the first
television receiver licenees
were issued in the UK.

On 6 June, 1954, Ihe Eurovi-
sion television Iink~up was
inaugurated.

On 21 June 1937 a male-
domina ted phenomenon
began: the first television
broadcast of a sporting event
- the Wimbledon tennis
championships.Now it seems
that television is ruled by
sport to the chagrin of the
majority of women who feel
that there are far 100 many PI
sports broadcasts. Perhaps
this is the reason that .

... more than f 1,200 million
was spent in Britain last year
on the sale and rental of
video cassettes. Mast papu-
lar were Pocahontas, Star
Trek - the New Generation
and The X Files.

1Iall slarted wilh ...

... the first patent tor 'com-
munieations by eleetromag-
netie waves '.whieh was
granted to Marcon; on 2J June 100 years ago.

~ Three developments may
make it passible to listen to
CDS via the Internet in the
near future: (1) the us gov-
emmenl's relaxation on lhe
use of eneryption on the
Internet; (2) a eable modem
by whieh a 60-minute CD can
be copied in ten minutes;
and (3) a chip from Philips
that will reduce the cost of
recording music from the
Internet on to a blank CD.

Dofby Laboratories is work-
ing on refining the Dolby Pro
Logic encode-decode sys-
tem for computer applica-
lions. The new system,
called Dolby Surround Multi-
media, will produce surround
effects with the use of only
two ehannels. In this wa~
Dolby reckans that with this
system eentre front and rear
speakers ean be dispensed
with.



stop that barking!

It is often said that
there is no better pro-
tection against bur-
glars than a good

watchdog. Weil, that
may be, although we
have our doubts. A
fact is, however, that
many of these 'bio-
logical alarm sys-

tems' often bark and
keep on barking for
no apparent reason.
Normally, no blame
attaches to the dog

for this: it just has not
been trained properly.
The unit described in
this article may prove

useful in providing
correct training.

Design by K Walraven
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A loudly barking dog may be a deter-
rent to tresspassers and other wrong-
doers. Unfcrtunately, some dogs have
never been taught when and why
they should bark. A few barks for a
good reason are fine, but continuaI
barking 500n becomes a nuisance to
everyone around, not least the neigh-
bours. And, of course, a dog that al-
ways barks is not a good watchdog (by
the same reasontng that a burglar
alarm which frequently goes off falsely
has become useless as an alarm).
111eproblem often occurs when the

dog is left alone in the hause. Before
a dog is ever left aJone, it should be
taught a few "social graces'. This takes
time and effort. The dog must be spo-
ken to sternly when it goes on bark-
ing: the correct moment is very im-
portant. It makes 110 sense to rebuke
a dog in the evening for what it has
done wrang during the day: a dog's
brain just cannot understand this,
It is appreciated rhat not every-

body can stay at horne days on end
to speak stemly to a barking dog. TI
is for these owners that the present
circuit may prove a godsend. It is at-
tached to the collar of the dog and
contains a small microphone and a
beeper. The microphone registers the
barking of the dog. If this lasts onJy a
short while, nothing happens. If the
barking continues, the threshold of

an acoustic switch is exceeded,
whereupon the beeper is actuated
and produces an irritating (to the
dog) sound. If the dog stops barking,
the beeps cease also.
The idea of this is that the dog soon

williearn that its barking and the irri-
tating beeps have something to do
with one another. The hope is that it
will soon leam not to bark unless there
is a very good reason for it.

TI NY CIRCUIT
Since the "anti-bark' unit has to be at-
tached to the dog's ccllar; it is, of
course, essential that it is kept small
and light. Moreover, since the unit has
to be powered by a battery, its current
drain must be small. These require-
ments rnean an absolute minimum of
components. Figure 1 shows that the
design meets these requirement.
lt will already be clear that the eir-

cuit consists of three distinct parts: the
rrucrophone and associated compo-
nents, induding an amplifier stage
(ICla), an acoustic switch formed by a
peak detector and a Sehmitt trigger (R3
up to Iele), and the buzzer and associ-
ated eomponents (IC1d-IClf).
The circuit needs a supply voltage

of 3--4.5V, at which it draws a current
of 0.5 mA when the buzzer is operat-
ing. In quiescent operation, the CUL-
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rent drain is negligible (which makes
an on/off switch superfluous).

OPERATION
When the dog barks, the sound is
picked up by the microphone, Mic-,
and converted into an electrical po-
tential. The sensitivity of the micro-
phone is set with PI'
The signal is applied via RrC3 to

inverter ICIa, which functions as an
amplifier. Actually, it is a 'selective'
amplifier, since Cv RI and C4 have a
low-pass response, whereas C3 has a
high-pass response. In practice, this
means that only frequencies in the
band 200-1000 Hz (roughly the bark
frequency band of an average dog)
are amplified.
To create an acoustic switch, the

signal amplified in ICIa is applied to
peak detector R3-DrCs-R4-P2' The de-
tector is designed such, particularly
through the value of R3, that short-
duration barking has no effect on the
circuit. H, however, the barking con-
tinues, Cs is charged until Schmitt
trigger ICIb-ICIc changes state. Pin 13

2
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Fig. 1. The eireuit may
be divided into three:
mierophone/amplifier
(Miet-ICtal; aeoustie
switeh (R:r'CtJ; and
oseillatorlbuzzer
(Dz-Bz1). The sensitiv-
ity is set with Pt and
the reverberation time
with P2-

EASY TO BUILDof ICH is then no
longer at earth po-
tential, whereupon
oscillator ICIe-ICH
is actuated and the
buzzer emits a
beep.
The oscillator is

a conventional
astable multivibra-
tor, ICIe-IC1f, which
drives the buzzer via buffer ICId. Ca-
pacitor C7 prevents ICId being fed
with half the supply voltage, which
would increase the current drain.
When the dog stops bar king, ca-

pacitor Cs is discharged rapidly via R4
and P2, whereupon the Schmitt trig-
ger changes state and the oscillator is
disabled. The period during which
the buzzer goes on emitting beeps is
thus set with P2.
Since high tones are more irritat-

ing to dogs than low ones, the oscil-
lator frequency is set to 7-8 kHz. In
the design this created a few prob-
lems. As loudspeakers tiny enough to
be attached to a dog' s collar are not
easily found, and in any case their

low impedance would
require relatively appre-
ciable drive power, a
small a.c. buzzer has to
be used. Unfortunately,
these normally have a
resonance frequency of
3-4 kHz and are very in-
efficient at higher fre-
quencies. The solution
proved to be a small
choke, Lv in parallel
with the buzzer: this in-
creases the resonance
frequency to 7-8 kHz.

Fig. 2. The small di-
mensions of the PeB
ensure a tiny unit.

The circuit is best built on
the printed-circuit board
shown in Fig. 2. Populat-
ing the board should not
take more than an hour.
Less experienced construc-
tors: see, however, under
testing.

The finished board
just does not fit in a standard size
matchbox, but it should not be too dif-
ficult to find or make a suitable case.
This should also take into considera-
tion what batteries will be used.
Because of the tiny current drain,

two or three silver-oxide batteries
shouId suffice. If the dog in question is

Miscellaneous:
L1 = choke, 27 mH
BZ1= a.c, buzzer (Toko)
Mic1 = electret microphone insert
peB order no. 960035 (see p. 60)

Parts list

Resistors:
R1• R3 = 10 kn
R2 = 10 Mn
R4. Rs• Re = 100 kQ
Rs. R7 = 1 Mn
p1 = 10 kn preset (but see text)
P2 = 1 Mn preset

Capacitors:
C1 = 22 nF
C2• Cs = 10 pF, 63 V. radial
C3 = 100 pF
C4 = 47 pF
Cs = 330 pF
C7 = 100 nF

Semiconductors:
D1• D2 = 1N4148

Integrated circuits:
IC1 = 4069UB (non-buffered version)
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Fig. 3. The supply for
the prototype is pro-
vided by !wo HP7 (/16;
AA) batterle5- " button
batterIes are used, the
unlt becomes even
smaller.

When fitting the
micrcphone, take good
care to observe correct
polarity (see Fig. 1). In
almost all current
types, the earth COI1-

nection (-ve supply
rail] is connected to the

medium-sized to large.
the case does not have
to be that srnall, so that
standard HP7 (R6) bat-
teries can be used.
Small rechargeable
NiCd batteries are also
suitable.
The supply voltage shouJd be

3-4.5 V. The buzzer works, of ccurse,
best at the lugher voltage. but the eur-
rent drain is then slightly higher; In the
prototypc, the supply voltage is 3.6 V
and the current drain 0.5 mA.

casing.
Although the filtering in the input

circuits prevents acoustic feedback to
a large extent, it is nevertheless advis-
able to keep the buzzer and micro-
phone as far apart as feasible.

Microphones
Microphones are transducers that convert sound energy
into eleetrieal energy The most eommon types are ear-
bon, erystal, eapaeitor, moving-eoil, ribbon, and eleetret.

In the moving-eoil mierophone, a small eoil is at-
taehed to the eentre of the diaphragm. When the di-
aphragm is made to move, by sound waves, in a steady
magnetie flux, an e.m.1. is produeed in the eoil by elee-
tromagnetic inäuction.

TESTING

Since the design of the circuit is nei-
ther complex nor critical, it is more
than likely that it functions correctly
the first time it is connected to the bat-
tery, provided, of course, that it has
been built properly.

Less experienced constructors rnay
find it more convenient to build and
test the circuit in steges. Start with the
oscillator: lC11 R7, RB, (61 C7, L1 and
the buzzer. Decoupling capacitor C2
may also be fitted.
When the battery is connected to

the circuit, a weil audible tone should
emit from the buzzer. If not, tem-
poranly earth pin 13 of ICI and, with
a multimeter; check the voltages indi-
cated in Fig. 1 areund lCId-ICIf. If
very different voltage levels are mea-
sured, the likelihood is that the value
of Olle of the components is wrang.
If all is weil, remove the battery and

the short frcm pin 13 of ICI and add
the Schrnitt trigger and peak detector:
02, R4, RS, R,;, Pu and c, If then the
battery is connected, the buzzer
should not sound. lf it docs, check the
relevant voltages indicated in Pig. l.
For an additional check, temporarily
link junction R4-RS to the +ve supply
line, which should make the buzzer
emit a beep. The reverberation time
can be set with P2'

Remove the battery and temporary
link from R4-RS to the +ve supply line.
Finally, fit a11 the remairring COITI-

In a eapaeitor mierophone, also ealled eleetrostatie
mierophone, the diaphragm forms one plate of a capae-
itor. Variations of sound pressure cause movements of
the diaphragm and these alter the eapaeitanee. Corre-
sponding ehanges in potential differenee aeross the ea-
pacitor are thus produeed. Sinee the potential ehanges
are very smalI, an eleetrostatie mierophone is always fol-
lowed by an impedanee transformerlamplifier-see
Fig. A.
An eleetret mierophone is also an eleetrostatie type

in whieh the eapaeitor is provided with a fixed charge
by ehemieal means. This means that the sup-
ply to it ean be limited to a small battery for
the (integral) amplifier.

Where hi-fi is not important, but sensitivity
is, a crystal mierophone is offen used. This
contains a piezoelectric crystal in the form of
two plates separated by a small air gap.
Sound press ure variations cause displace-
ment ot the plates and eorresponding e.m.f.s
are produeed aeross them. The relationship
between sound pressure and produeed e.m.f.
is fair/y linear.

Greater sensitivity is obtained by the use
of aseparate diaphragm that is meehanieally
eoupled to the eentre of the erystal. This eon-
struction is more directive, but has a poorer
frequeney response than the former.

Fig. A

microphone element

1-0
/\/\
V
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Fig. 4. On the PCS is in-
dicated not only where
to connect the various
components, but also
where the test points
are. (I, 2, 3, 4 = U,p 5,
6, 7 = U,J2 ±O.3 V; 0 =
ground = -ve supply
/ine)

the circui t react to even
the most subdued bark.
If this is done, it is ad-
visable, however, to in-
crease the value of PI to
100 kQ and reduce that
of Cl to 2.2 nF

ponents, induding the
microphone. Test the
unit by setfing PI to
maximum sensitivity
and blowing intc the
microphone: the
buzzer should emit a
sound.
The best setting of

PI has to be found em-
pirically: it depends to some extent on
the tolerances of the microphone. If
the sensitivity of the electret type is not
sufficient for individual requirements,
a crystal type should be tried. This
should give enough voltage to make

[960035]
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In pa!i!iing ...

The Internet and other
Information Highways
We have to get used to the idea that the
Internet is an irreversible phenomenon of
present day society. The past few years
have seen the consecration 0/ what, with
oll its treasures to be discovered, is not
unlike the cave of Ali Baba or the store
room of a medieval alchemist, giving ac-
cess to all sorts of documellt, some confi-
dential, same alm ost secret, and some
whose publication is illegal in same coun-
tries: the text of the Charter of the
Churcn of Scientologists, the disclosure
of the private design oj a Eurocrypt card,
and others.
Once the cobwebs have been removed,

as it were, there are countless treasures to
be found, pearls of wisdom, forming a
fount of information and knowledge
whose data base is a hundred tim es more
powerjul than that of the Library at
Alexandria at its height. In other words,
a source of Information that is second to
none on earth.
Even so, do not be mistaken in think-

ing that this is all: there are already a
number of formidable competitors, such
as Compuserve, Microsoft Network Sys-
tem (MNS), and America on Line (AOL).
lt will be essential to actually employ

the, sometimes unsuspected, potential of
the Internet, enabling it to be tumed into
the primary source of services of mallY
kinds, from automatte adjustment of the
pc's real-time clock (yes, it is possible 01-
ready), to on-line employment exchanges,
and promote it so that the net does not
col/apse Iike 0 house of cards when there
are not tens of millions of people seeking
access like toäay, but several hundreds of
millions. There remains plenty 10 da jor
those who have the difficult task to steer
the Internet to a Juli blossoming tree of
knowledge, whose fruits we can all guther
and eat.
lt is, however; essential [or the survival

of the Internet, and others, to guarantee
that its freedom of access extends to all
injormation. 1t must not become a ques-
tion of accepting that whatever country,
however powerful it may be, whether it be
the Federal Repub/ic of Germany, the
United States 01America, or France, cun
propose and obtain a blocking, even a
partial one, 0/ access to any souree 01 in-
formation.
On elose examination, it is industrial

conglomerates that provide line telephone
services who have the ways and means of
making the Internet, and others, a com-
monplace. This applies particularly to
AT&T in the USA, whictt proposes a free,
permanent access to the services of the In-
ternet via its international telephone net-
work, and the many Europeon telephone
administrations, private or public.
The greatest priority today is the as-

surance of free access to the available
mass of information, potential and ac-
tual, not to the moximum number of peo-
pie, but to those who can, in one way or
another, take advantage, if possible intel-
lectual and cultural, rather than com-
tnercial or financial, from the networks.
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UlII}r #
23cm ATV preamplifier
Amateur television (ATV)

is among the most
popular, technically ad-
vanced and exciting

sub-activities available to
the licenced radio ama-
teur with an interest in
centimetre-wave tech-

nology. These days, the
main ATV activities are in
the 23cm band (1252-
1285 MHz) where pri-

vately operated transmit-
ters and relay stations
may be received, often
in full colour and com-
plete with sound. The

fun is not restricted to Ii-
, censed amateurs,

though! These transmis-
sions can be picked up
by anyone having a suit-

able antenna, an old
satellite TV receiver and
a preamplifier like the

one Johannes, DL4EBJ,
describes in this article.
Based on GaAs-FET,
MSA and microstrip

technology, the design
couples low noise with
high gain. Although

aimed at the advanced
radio amateur, the pre-
amplifier is relatively

easy to build and adjust.

Design by J Korrng, DL4EBJ

18

Gain:
Noise figure:
Filter'
Frequency renqe:
Peak frequency:
Current consumption:
Simple adjustment
High repeatability (SMD)
Remate pawered by Sat-TV receiver

MAIN SPECIFICATIONS
>35 dB (3-stage)
< 1 dB (MGF1302)

microstrip, 3-element interdigital
1,250-1,300 MHz

1,285 MHz
<60mA

This article presents achallenge to gi-
gahertz newcomers by describing a
low-noise preamplifier, which is one of
the key elements in a receive-only sta-
tion for 23cm amateur television. The
other elements are a suitable antenna
(loop-yagi). a satellite TV tuner and a
TV set OI video monitor. Most of these
will be available to the begtnrung radio
amateur. If not, then loeal club mem-
bers may be able to help out! Actually,
the preamplifier and the loop yagi an-
tenna are often the only elements
which are hcrne-made. Let's look at
each of the elements in same detail to
see which requirements they should
meet.

THE SATELLITE TV
RECEIVER
Most satellite TV receivers have a fre-
quency range of 950MHz to
1,750MHz, which means that they can
be tuned across the entire 23cm band
(1,240 to 1298MHz), The good news is
that almost any satellite receiver; irres-

pective of its age can be used to receive
23cm ATVA good example is the r:.ow
obsolete Amstrad SK,\20U receiver,
which can be picked up for a tenner er
less at Tallies and car boot sales. A
number of features of the satellite re-
ceiver are. however; advantageous if
you want to 'go ATV':

* continuously tuneable sound (5MHz
to 8 MHz). Most ATV-ers use a
sound subcarrier at 6.0Ml-iz or
5.5.MHz. 1l1e former frequency ap-
pears to be preferred for new design.

w sound bandwidth reduction ('nar-
row') mode, this may help to drag a
weak sound subcarrier out of the
noise.

t> selectable IF bandwidth. Only high-
end (expensive) receivers allow the
video detection bandwidth to be re-
duced from 27 MHz to 18MHz. As
with sound, being able to switch to
'narrow' bandwidth rnay mean the
difference between a picture lost in
noise and one which shows at least
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a legible eallsign.
*- a frequency readout is helpful, be-
cause a weak ATV station may be a
needle in a haystack.

0(:( adjustable video gain: most ATV sta-
tions use a quite low FM video de-
viation as compared to satellite TV
stations. Obviously, some extra gain
is then usefu1 to boost the contrast
and brightness.
* an S meter is useful and practical
while you aim the anterma, or peak
the preamplifier, for best reception.

Again, aJmost any old satellite TV re-
ceiver may be used without modifica-
tions, as lang as the SOlU1d demodula-
tor can be tuned between 5.5 MJ-{z and
6.0 MHz.

THE ANTENNA
Ttu: antenna ;5 the best preamplifier is an
age-old maxiru among VHF/SHF radio
amateurs. On 23c01, a gain of 16 to
18 dBd is readily achieved without un-
wieldy antenna sizes or complex con-
structions. Small, horne-made anten-
nas, too, give acceptable results in
many cases. When selecting an an-
tenna for 23-cm ATY,however, there is
an important restriction: the antenna
bandwidth.
An antenna designed for the SSB

sub-band (1,296-1,298 MHz) aehieves
its high gain and directivity by virtue
of the small bandwidth only. A COI1-

siderably lower gain has to be taken
into account if you use such an an-
tenna in the ATV range of the band,
1,250 to 1,285 MHz. 11 you are after
good results across the entire 23cm
band, be sure to purchase any of the
wide-band antennas already on the
market.
Those of you who alread y have a

23cm antenna system for SSB may,
however, use it for ATV reception
without problems. Once you have a
23-cm ATVtransmitter; however, more
prudence Is required.

THE ANTENNA
PREAMPLIFIER
When the teeeiver is used as part of a
regular satellite IV receive systeru, it is
supplied with an RF signal by the
LNC fitted on the dish. An LNC has a
typical conversion gain of 50 dß. This
is not only necessary to overcome
cable losses. but also to raise the RF
signal to a level which is sufficient to
drive the tuner in the receiver;
These tuners are relatively insensi-

tive. In partieular, the FM PLL de-
modulators they eontain require mueh
higher input levels than an antenna
could ever supply without a pream-
plifier. Even preamplifiers as used for
55B (narrow band) do not quite make
it in this respect.
The preamp1ifier described in this

article is specially designed for 23cm
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band ATY,and meets all of the above
mentioned requirements for use in
combination with almost any satellite
TV tuner. Not convinced? Then look at
the specs box.

CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION
The circuit diagram of the preamplifier
is shown in Figure 1. The antenna sig-
nal is d.c. decoupled by C9. The source
of the MGF1302 GaA5 FET is matehed
to the antenna impedanee (50 Q) by
two small inductors. LI and L2. The
matehing used here does not have the
traditional trimmer capacitor at the
input. The advantages of omitting the
trimmer are a higher Q factor of the
input circuit, lower input losses, a
lower noise Hgure and, last but not
least, a rnuch simpler adjustment.
The MGF1302 is a low-noise GaAs

FET designed for use up to 10 GHz

MGFl302+
*

fed to a tuned three-elernent induc-
tively coupled interdigital mierostrip
filter which defines the pass-band of
the preamplifier, and serves to reject
strong out-cf-band signals (UHF TV
transmitters and cellular radio re-
peaters). The inductors in the filter are
small copper tracks (strips) on the
printed circuit board. The input signal
for the seeond active clcrnent, leI, is
taken from a tap on the last printed in-
ductot L9. This 1Sdone to ensure cor-
rect matehing (approx. 50 Q) to the
input of the M5A0685 (Hewlett
Packard, fonnerly Avantek). The circuit
around the two 50-Q 'drop-in RF am-
plifiers', 10 and IC2, should be famil-
iar to most amateurs, as these devices
have been used in many recently pub-
lished designs. The noise figure of the
M5A0685 is about 3.2 dB, but that is
reaüy insignificant in this application.
The total gain of the preamplifier is

r-----------------~----------~--f+B6V

llluH

p~ Cll~

:;: 16V

,,'
L1 LB

MSA0685 MSA0685 *

G:> OV85

~ W,
'/!;S .... <ext

(5) \\'5

o- "
Flgure 1. Circuit dia·
gram of fhe 23cm ATV
preampllfler. Ami-
crosfrlp interdigItal fil-
fer Is used 10 se/ect
fhe ATV sectlon of the
23cm amateur radio
band. The Input has an
ultra low no/se GaAs
FETtrom M/tsublsh/.

(see datasheet extracts
elsewhere in this
issue). The frequency
being 'only' 1.2 GHz
here, the device can be
relied on to supply
substantial gain at an
ultra-Iow noise figure
«1 dB). To keep the
MGF1302 eleetrieally
stable, each of its SOUIceconnections is
deeoupled by a dise capacitcr (C13,
C14) whieh guarantees the lowest pos-
sible stray inductance. Also, the gain 1S
subUy redueed by inserting a 10-Q re-
sistor in the drain supply line. In gen-
eral, the first stage of an RF prearnpli-
Eier determines the overall noise figure.
The theory underlying this phenome-
non is given in the inset with the head-
ing 'please keep the noise down'.
The GaAs FET provides a gain of

about 14 dB here. Its output signal is

6/96

greater than 35 dB,
which is ample to over-
come outpur cable
losses as mentioned
above.

To keep stray ca-
pacitance and induc-
tance as low as possible,
most passive compo-
nents in the RF path are

surface-rnount devices (SMOs).
The input supply voltage is ob-

tained from the satellite TV receiver
via the downlead coax cable. Most re-
ceivers supply either 14 Vor 18 V, de-
pending on the LNC polarity seleetion
(which is of no consequence here]. A
voltage regulator type 78L06 is used to
step down the LNC voltage to a reg-
ulated 6-V rail for the GaAs FET and
the MSA' s. The overall current con-
sumption will be smaller than 60 mA.
Diode 01 provides a polarity reversal
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piece, and a great help to prevent all
of the notorious problems said to exist
in relation with gigahertz construction.
The artwork is shown in Figure 2. You
are looking at a double-sided copper-
clad epoxy board, which is available
ready-made through our Readers Ser-
vices. As shown by the component
overlay, nearly all parts are fitted at the
top side of the board. Only the three
Sky trimmer capacitors are mounted at
the other side of the board. That is

done to prevent unwanted in-
ductive coupling which could
cause feedback and oscillation.
It also helps to prevent the
'cover-on/cover-off ' effect
which some of you may know
from adjusting centimetre-
wave amplifiers. The printed
circuit board fits in a tin-plate
case with a standard size of
37x74x30 mm.
Now take a look at the con-

struction drawing in Figure 3.
Carefully drill the two 5.2-mm
holes for the disc capacitors at
the source terminals of the

Plea!!fie keep the
noi!!fiedown ...
The three-stage preamplifier described here is no ex-
ception to the rule that the first stage determines the over-
all noise figure, provided the following stages supply
enough gain.

960072 - 13

Assuming that each stage has again, Gm and an as-
sociated noise figure, NFn, the system (or overall) noise
figure, NFs' may be written as

This proves that the noise figures of the second and third
stage of the amplifier, NF2 and NF3, hardly contribute to
the system noise figure because these stages provide
high gain. In practice, a system noise figure of about 1dB
may be achieved, which comes very close to the value
specified by the manufacturer of the GaAs FET used in
the preamplifier described here. Such a low value was
unheard of less than ten years ago. However, any mis-
match between the antenna and the input stage seriously
degrades the noise figure, as do losses ahead of the

protection. Choke L5 prevents the RF
output being short-circuited by the
supply. Each of the MSA stages draws
about 15mA, while the MGF1302 op-
erates at a current of about 12 mA.
These settings may be verified with
the aid of the test voltages indicated in
the circuit diagram.

CONSTRUCTION HINTS
The printed circuit board designed for
this project is a bit of a small master-

top view3 I
i
i

L7 i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
it ground \

,"rough --. I._._._._~~~-------_·_-------t-

HFinQ s;de view

/120

2

Figure 3. Construc-
tion drawing showing
how to mount the
components that
make up the low-noise
input stage.

Figure 2. Prlnted circuit
board artwork. Only the three
minlature trimmers are fltted
at the reverse side of the
board.

GaAs FET At the reverse side of the
board, these capacitors are connected
to ground with the aid of small pieces
of copper foil. The MGF1302 and the
MSA's require 2-mm dia. holes to be
drilled. Next, drill and fraise the slot for
the coffin-style leadless ceramic capac-
itor, CIS. The length of the slot should
match the width of the microstrip in-
ductor, L7. CIS should not fall through
the slot, instead, its wider part should
rest on the top surface of the board.
Prepare the tin-plate case so that it

can receive the circuit board. Drill
holes in the short sides for the RF
input and output sockets (use BNC or
N, whichever is available), using the
PCB as an orientation aid. The centre
pins of the sockets are later soldered
directly on to the copper tracks on the
board. If necessary remove the PTFE
cover around the centre pin, and re-
duce the pin to a length of about 3 mm
from the inside of the flange. Secure
the sockets at the outside of the case,
then align the board so that the centre
pins rest on the respective copper
strips. Next, secure the board in the
case by soldering all around the edges,
at both sides.
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COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
Rl,R2 = 1500 SMD
R3 = 470SMD
R4.R5 = 560
R6 = 100 SMD

Capacltors:
Cl,C2,C3,C9 = 10pF SMD
C4,C5 = 1MF16V tantalum
C6 :::-1~LF35V tantalum
C7,C8 = 1nF SMD
C10,Cl1,C12= 5pF minlature PTFE
trimmer (Sky)
C13,C14 = 1nF disc cerernte (see
Fig.3)
C15 = 1nF caffin style leadless ce-
rarnie

Inductors:
L1 = 5 turns O.2mm (32SWG) e.c.w.,
Inside dia. 1mm
l2 = 4 turns Q.2mm (32SWG) e.c.w.,
lnslde dla. 1mm + 1 turn through
3mm ferrite bead
L3,L4 = 5 turns 0.3mm (30SWG)
e.c.w., Inside dia. 2mm
l5 = 4 turns 0.3mm e.c.w. (30SWG)
through 3mm ferrtte bead
L6 = 10pH choke
L7,L8,L9 = rnlcrostrtp (see text)

Semiconductors:
Dl = lN4148
Tl = MGF1302 (Mitsubishi)
IC1,IC2 = MSA0685 (Hewlett
Packard), er MAR6 (M ini Circuit
Laboratories)
IC3 = 78L06

Miscellaneous:
Kl,K2 =- BNC er N socket, flange
type
Tin plate ease 37x74x30 mm
Printed circuit board, order code
960072-1 (see Readers Services page)

Populate the board, starring with
the passive parts. The ICs and the ex-
tremely delicate GaAs FET are fitted
last, observing precautions against sta-
tie electricity, The pinning of these de-
vices is shown in the circuit diagram.
The partly three-dimensional con-

struction around the GaAs FET should
be copied fror» the drawing in Fig-
ure 3. Start by fitting the small pieces 01
copper feil at the reverse side of the
board. Next, pre-tin the inside surface.
Insert the disc capacitors into their re-
spective holes, and make sure they fit
snugly. Then apply heat to the copper
foil until the disc capadtor starts to float
in the solder tin, and sinks into plaee.
The same for the other disc capacitor.
At the component side, solder the
tinned area of the coffin capadtor, C15,
to the 'cold' end 01 L7. TIUs is quite del-
icate work, so be sure to avoid a short-
circuit to ground. The other side of the
capacitor is soldered to ground, at the
reverse side of the board.
The capaotors, resistors and so on

should be mounted with the shortest
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possible wires. Wues that go to ground
are soldered at both sides of the board
to provide through-contacts. When all
parts (except the MGF1302) are fitted
on the board, use your multimeter to
track down short-circuits, dry joints
and unwanted ground connections.
The most delicate component to fit

is the GaAs FET.Mark the gate termi-
nal on the body, theu carefully shorten
al1 terminals. Solder the two source ter-
minals flush on the disc capacitors.
The drain is solde red to the eopper
pad, and the gate terminal is lifted up
a little so that it can be soldered di-
rectly to inductor L1 as indicated by
the side view in Figure 3.

ADJUSTMENT
Connect the antenna cable to the RF
input, then the downlead coax cable to
the RF output. In some cases, the pre-
amplifier is then 'on' already, because
some satellite TV receivers supply the
LNC voltage even if they are switched
to standby.
Now take your time to verify the

test volreges indieated in the circuit di-
agram. You should have no problems
finding these points on the circuit
board.
The fun begins once you have

found a kind soul who can put a
strong loeal 23-em ATV signal on the
air. If you do not live near an ATVre-
peater, ttse the ATV callingltalkback
calling channel. 144.750 MHz, to find a
fellow amateu.r with the required
equipment.
Tune the sateUite

TV receiver to the transmit frequency
of the station you wish to receive, for
example, 1285MHz. The adjustment is
limited to the three Sky trimmers. As a
guide, the stator plates should be
turned 'in' at about 10% only of the
available travel. This corresponds tc a
setting 01 about 1 pE A plastic trimmer
tool is recommended for the adjust-
ment. The cover should be fitted on
the ease during the adjustment.
Those of you who want the pre-

amplifier to cover the entire ATV sec-
tion of the 23cm band may have to in-
crease the bandwidth of the interdigi-
tal filter. This is achieved by fitring a
1-pF capacitor between the 'hot' end
01 L7 and LS (i.e, directly on the Sky
trimmers), and another between L8
and L9, also at the 'hot' ends.
Provided you power the preampli-

fier with an external voltage, it is pos-
sible to connect a 23-cm 'phone'
(SSB/FM) transceiver, and peak it for
the highest 5 meter reading on a weak
repeater or beacon signal (better leave
the transmitter in the transceiver off
for the moment, HI).
Assuming that the preamplifier is

properly adjusted, it is ready for
mounting as elose as possible to the
antenna. You will then be amazed at
the not inconsiderable distances that
can be covered with excellent pieture
quality.

SI GN-

Figure 4, View 0' the
component slde 0' the
board (above) and re-
verse side 0' the
board (be/ow),
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ING OFF ...
lf you are the fortunate owner of a
satellite TV receiver which remains in
the shack and can be used exclusively
for ATY, it is definitely warth while to
increase the video gain in the receiver.
Use your osciUoscope to measure the
video signal level (approx. 1 V pp)' and
adjust the AGC in the tuner tor the
best signal-to-noise ratio of the re-
ceived picture.
If you omit the entire pre-stage be-

tween C9 and L9, interrupt the C011-

nection to L6, and omit everything to
the left of it, you have a multi-purpese
25-dB wideband amplifier which may
be used to compensate cable lasses be-
tween the receiver and the output of
an LNC.
Ftnally, the contributions and co-

Figu,e 5. Tbebest
known antenna to,23-
cm ATVuse Is the loop
yagl. Pictu,ed here is a
home-made loop-yagi
sca/ed tor 13cm (cou,-
tesy ROb,PE1CHy).

operation of Reiner,
DB9JC and Hans,
PE1IZR, are grate-
fully acknowledged.
Lots of success with
the construction,
and happy ATV
viewing! (9600n)

Editorial notes:
1. This article ap-
peared in shortened
form in Electron,
issue September
1995. We thank the
editors of Eleaten for
their permission to

run this article in Elektor Electronics.

2. Readers in the UK with an interest
in ATV should contact the British Am-
ateur Television Sooety (BATC), do lan
Pawson G8IQU, 14 Lilac Avenue,
Leicester LEI IFN.
For information on ATV repeater

stations in the UK, write to Graham
Hankins G8EMX, 11 Cottesbrook
Road, Acocks Green, Birmingham B27
6LE.
The BATC may be found on the Inter-
net at
http://owworld.compuserve.com/home
pages/i pa wson

3. A 23cm ATV transmitter was de-
scribed in the February 1994 issue of
Elektor Etectronics.
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Figure 6. What do you mean
home const,uction is on the
decline? Plctu,ed here er« the
e/ectronics of a 23cm-
inl13cm-out cross-band ATV
repeate, station, PI6ANH,
which was ,ecently taken into
use. TbeQTHof th/s station is
J021JCW,ERPis about 50 W,
and the antenna height is
40 m a.s.l. A wonderful exam-
pie of high-end equipment
built and ope,ated by ,adio
amateurs, this repeater i$ one
of dozens loeated at e/evated
sltes all ove' Eu,ope. PI6ANH
even has Its dedicated Inter-
net site at
http://www.regio.,hein-
ruh,.de/ham,adio/afv.
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If, for whatever rea-
sons-health, com-
petition-you jog,

cycle, row, you will
know that after a
certain amount
of time your
pulse beats

faster. This is, of
course, the inten-

tion, because in that
way you exercise
your heart and cir-
culatory system.

This is fine, but the
heart beat must not
become too high,
because that is dan-
gerous. How far you

can let it rise de-
pends on various fac-
tors, such as age and

physical condition.
The present meter

enables you to check
that you do not ex-
ceed your maximum

pulse rate.

pulsimeter

In sparting circles, there is a rule of fist
to determine your maximurrt pulse
rate: depending on you.r physical COI1-

dirion, it should not go over 180-200
less your age in years, Thus, if you are
in good condition and 40 years old,
your maximum pulse rate should not
exceed 140-160 bpm (beats per
minute).

Design by F Hueber
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This is not a problem as long as you
know what your pulse rate is. It is, of
course, simple to take your pulse or
count your heart beats, but to da so
you have to interrupf your sporfing
activities for aminute or so. There are
various pulsimeters (also called pul-
someter) on the merket, mosr of whlch
have additional functions, such as a
VHF radio alarm clock, telephone cost
counter; data bank with 100 words in
19 European languages, and so. Be-
cause of these extras, such meters are
unnecessarily expensive. Moreover,
some of these instruments appear to
be fragile and not at a11suitable for use
during sporting activities. The present
meter is straightforward: it measures
only one thing: your heart beat and
shows this by rneans of a bar of LEDs.
A particular problern with this kind

of meter is the kind of sensor-and
there are several. One could consist of
stick-on or suction electrodes as used
for taking an ECG-ElectroCardio-
Gram. However; although they are
ideal for measuring the heart beats, for
everyday use they are a little too cum-
bersome (they have to be secured to
the skin of the ehest).
A second method is the acoustic de-

termination of the heart beat, which
can be carried out with a sphygmo-
manometer (blood pressure meter)
and a stethoscope or microphone in

the inflatable bag around the arm. The
heart beat is then heard. OE course, this
method is not very practical during
sporting activities either.
Less well known, but very usable, is

the optical measurement. The translu-
cence of human tissue changes with
each heart beat: when the heart pumps
blood through the arteries, the tissue
becomes less translucent. (Shine a
torch at one of YOlU fingertips and lock
at the tip from the oppocite side from
the torch). Thls phenomenon 15not, or
hardJy, noticeable with the naked eye,
but can easily be made so by electronic
tueans. The light SOUIcein the present
meter is an infra-red (IR)LED,while the
detector consists of an infra-red-sensi-
tive phototransistor, These two devices
may form a hybrid light barrier or a re-
flection light berrier (when they are in
parallel with one another). Whatever,
they are connected to a more or less
translucent part of the body, such as a
fingertip or an ear lobe.

ANALOGUE
AND DIGITAL
As shown in Figure 1, the circuit of the
pulsimeter is fairly straightforward. lt
consists of an ana.logue section, in
which an LM324 amplifies and
processes he signal from the sensor,
and a digital section, which deals with
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the counting and the
display.
The sensor output is

applied to input socket
K2 (top left). Low-pass
filter R14-CS prevents
high frequencies being
processed: it only passes
relatively slow signals.
The value of bipolar
coupling capacitors
C6-C7 accords with the
low frequencies: 50 bpm
is equivalent to 0.78 Hz
and 200 bpm to 3.33 Hz.
This composite capaci-
tor, formed by two po-
larized types, prevents
any direct voltages,
which vary appreciably
according to whether or
not the sensor is con-
nected or whether it de-
tects spurious light,
from reachtng ICla.
The op amp, ICla,

functions as a linear am-
plifier (x200). Network
Rn-CS forms a further
lew-pass filter (cut-off
frequency is 15 Hz) to
suppress any residual
interference.
The output of ICla ls

a reasonably usable sig-
nal that looks a little like
a pulsating sine wave
with superimposed
noise. This signal is con-
verted into a clean rec-
tangular waveform by
comparator ICld. The
threshold of this stage is
set with P2 to a level
within the amplitude of
the sine wave. The setting of the pre-
set is not critical, since aU that is left at
the inverting input of analogue mono-
stable multivibrator TCle are positive
and negative needle pulses.
In quiescent operation, the output

of the monostable is low and C3 is not
charged. With incoming signal, the
output of the monostable goes high at
each trailing edge of the comparator
input. lt remains so until C3 has been
charged via Rt,. Then, in about 20 ms,
the potential at the non-inverfing
input of the op amp falls below the
level at the inverting input (the needle
pulse has long passed), whereupon
the monostable changes state again
(output low). The 20 ms long pulse is
clearly visible by the lighting of DI<
(green LED).

Potential divider R3-R4 halves the
9 V supply voltage: the consequent
4.5 V supply is buffered by IClb and
used as reference for the monostable.
Because of this arrangement, the bat-
tery volta ge can drop as low as 6 V
In cantrast to that to the analogue
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seetion, the supply line
to the digital section is
held stable at 4.5 V. AI-
though the eMDS-IeS

can work from 3-15 V
supplies, the frequency
of the oscillator, deter-
mirred by RI-CI-PI, de-
pends on the level of
the supply line. There-
fore, the supply is sta-
bilized at 4.2-4.5 V by presettable reg-
ulator IC5. This type of regulator is
much more economical than, for in-
stance, a 7805, and can werk with bat-
tery voltages below 6 V
The pulsimeter draws a current of

some 1SmA, which allows the use of
a 9 V (PP3) battery. It is, however, ad-
visable to use a rechargeable battery,
which can be charged via a 12 V mains
adaptor via R23 when 51 is in the posi-
tion shown in Figure 1. If the battery
is charged by a standard battery
charger (with the pulsimeter off), RZ3
must be replaced by a wire bridge, so
that the battery is connected dtrectly

to the terminals of Kl·
The voltage level

between the output of
the monostable and
IC2b must be lowered
from 6-9 V to 3-5 V
and this is eflected by
voltage divider RI6-RI7·

Each pulse emanat-
ing from the analogue
section triggers mono-

stable IC2b, whose output is used as a
strobe pulse that is applied to 4-to-16
decoder IC4. The trailing edge of the
strobe pulse triggers a second mono-
stable, TC2a. The output of this stage,
1 J.LS pulses, is used to reset counter Je3
to zero.
The oscillator in IC3 clocks the

counter at a rate of about 850 Hz. The
langer the time interval between two
heart beats, the higher the counter
state will be. The oscillator frequency
is arranged so that at the lowest heart
beat the range used by the counter
(CT6-9) just does not overflow, but
counts exponentially up to 1111, dur-
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Flgure 2. Tbr.. ways
01maklng a sensor;
(a) hybrid IIghf bar-
rler; (b) reftecf/on
light barrler, and (c)
ftexlble hybrid con-
sfrucfed from spring
wir•.

CONSTRUCTION
The pulsimeter is best built on the
printed-circuit board shown in Fig-
ure 3 and then fitted in a small endo-
sure measuring 12Sx65x40 mm
(5x21/2Xl% in).
Drill the holes for the LEDs in ac-

cordance with their positions on the
rca: this will ensure that afterwards
the Ud can be easily removed from the
endosure if need be.
Fit the socket for the sensor cable

Oll one side of the enclosure, and the
eherging socket and switch Oll the
other side.
In many cases, it is advisable to fit

a securing clip, such as a belt strap, at

ing which D13 is switched
on by IC4. Decoder IC4
has four input latches that
become transparent when
the strobe pulse arrives at
pin 1. The following de-
coder converts the 4-bit
binary number at the re-
spective output temunals.

THE SENSOR
The sensor for the pulsimeter is not
commercially available and must,
therefore, be made by you. Since it
does not have to be a work of
art, the simplest and cbeapest
sensor is made from a clothes-
peg. Drill a 5 mm dia. hole in
each of the short legs, about
5 mm from the top. lnsert the
IR diode into one hole and the
IR photo transistor into the
other. Connect the two devices
to K2 with two-core screened
cable. This sensor can be

Figure 3. Alfhough fhe
prinfed-circu/f board
Is nof densely popu-
lafed, fhe consfruc-
flon remains compacf.
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Sca'e corre'ations of the LED chain
bpm seconds Hz lED

50 1.28 0.78 013
53 1.125 0.89 012
57 1.050 0.95 011

61 0.975 1.03 010

66 0.9 1.11 09
73 0.825 1.21 08

80 0.750 1.33 07

89 0.675 1.48 06
100 0.6 1.67 05
124 0.525 1.91 04

133 0.450 2.22 03

160 0.375 2.67 02

200 0.3 3.33 01

lier construction.
lf the sensor is to be fitted Oll to the

ear lobe, the best design is really the
cloth es peg or samething like it as
shown in Figure 2c. With this design.
it is important to make sure that the
pressure on the ear lobe is as light as
feasible, without the risk that it will fall
off during the sporting activity,
Whatever the design, it is essential

that the sensor is absolutely light-light.
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the outside of the bottom of the en-
c1osure.
When all soldering work has been

completed, the board may be fitted
into the enclosure, whereupon Ie3 and
IC. (but not IC, and IC,) can be in-
serted into their respective sockets.
As a first check, connect a 1 ill re-

sistor across C121 and supply the drcuit
with 9 V frorn a workshop power unit.
Check that the voltage at the output of
regulator lC5 is 4.2-4.3 V. Tms voltage
shou1d be retained when the output of
the power urut is reduced to below 6 V
Rem.ove the 1 kQ reststot
The LED chain is tested by short-cir-

cuiting ptns 4 and 6, and pins 10 and
11, of the socket for IC2. The LEDs
should then light in sequence as in
running lights. Remove the short-cir-
cuits.
Remove the sensor, insert JCl and

IC2 into their respective sockets, and
connect a frequency meter to pin 11 of
IC4_ Adjust P1 until the meter reads

847--849 Hz. Remove the meter.
With a DVM (digital voltmeter) mea-

sure the voltage at pin 1 of lCI, which
should be about half the supply volt-
age, and adjust P2 until the meter
reading has risen by about 200 mV
Reconnect the sensor, connect it to

a finger or ear lobe, and switch on the
pulsimeter. After a few seconds (to
aIlow C6-C7 to get charged). the meter
should work satisfactorily. It may be
that the sensitivity of it should be cor-
rected with P2. lf the wiper of this pre-
set is at or near to half the supply volt-
age, the circuit is at its most sensitive.
lt is, however, better to adjust P2 so
that the heart beat is detected clearly,
shown by 014 pulsating in an iden ti-
cal rhythm, without small sensor
movements upsetting the circuit. The
LED chain should show between
60 bpm and 80 bpm when the pulse is
normal. So don't get too excited about
the success of your work!

[96CXXJS]
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Figure 4. Tbe baHery
may be fixed wlth a
clip (weil Insulated!)
Inside the cover 0' the
enc/osure wlthout
touching the board.

Miscellaneous:
K1 = 2 off soldering pin
K2 = 3-pin terminal strip for board
mounting
51 .:: single-pole change-over switch
BT, = 9 V dry or rechargeable bat-
tery (see text)
Enclosure, 120x65x40 mm. Bopla
E430 or Ot<!N N120

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
R, ~ 470 kn
Rz-R4• R16 = 47 kQ
Rs ~ 680n
R6• A7. R'l = 1 MQ
R. ~ 220 kn
R9~22kn
A10. R19,A20 = 10 kO
R12 = 4.7 kQ
R13, A14 = 56 kO
RlS ~ 270 n
R17 ~ 39 kn
R,. ~ 1 kn
R2, ~ 1.5 kn
R'2 ~ 3.3 kn
R23 ~ 330 n
Pl' P2 = 10 kfl preset

Capacitors:
C" Cs ~ 10 nF
C2 = 1 J1F, 16 V, verteer
C3 = 47 nF
C4' ClO = 1 nF
es, C7 = 4.7 J1F, 16 V, vertical
C. ~ 220 nF
C9~100pF
C1, = 100 pF, 16 V, vertical
C12 = 100 nF

Semiconductors:
01-013 = LED, high-efficiency. 3 mm,
red

014 .:: LED, high-efflciency, 3 mm,
green
015 = 1N4148

Integrated circuits:
le, ~ LM324
IC2 ~ 4528
IC3 ~ 4060
IC. ~ 74HC4514
ICs ~ CNY70 (Telefunken)or dls-
crete IRdiode and IR phototransis-
tor (see text)
IC. ~ LM317
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the outside of the bottom of the en-
closure.
When all soldering work has been

completed, the board may be fitted
into the enclosure, whereupon IC3 and
IC4 (but not ICI and IC2) can be in-
serted into their respective sockets.
As a first check, connect a 1 kQ re-

sistor across Clu and supply the circuit
with 9 V from a workshop power unit.
Check that the voltage at the output of
regulator ICs is 4.2-4.3 V This voltage
should be retained when the output of
the power unit is reduced to below 6 V
Remove the 1 kQ resistor.
The LED chain is tested by short-cir-

cuiting pins 4 and 6, and pins 10 and
11, of the socket for IC2. The LEDS
should then light in sequence as in
running lights. Remove the short-cir-
cuits.
Remove the sensor, insert ICI and

IC2 into their respective sockets, and
connect a frequency meter to pin 11 of
IC4. Adjust PI until the meter reads

Figure 4. Thebattery
may be fixed with a
clip (weil insulated!)
inside the cover 0' the
enc/osure without
touching the board.

847-849 Hz. Remove the meter.
With a DVM (digital voltmeter) mea-

sure the voltage at pin 1 of IC}!which
should be about half the supply volt-
age, and adjust P2 until the meter
reading has risen by about 200 mV
Reconnect the sensor, connect it to

a finger or ear lobe, and switch on the
pulsimeter. After a few seconds (to
allow C6-C7 to get charged), the meter
should work satisfactorily. It may be
that the sensitivity of it should be cor-
rected with P2. If the wiper of this pre-
set is at or near to half the supply volt-
age, the circuit is at its most sensitive.
It is, however, better to adjust P2 so
that the heart beat is detected clearly,
shown by DI4 pulsating in an identi-
cal rhythm, without small sensor
movements upsetting the circuit. The
LED chain should show between
60 bpm and 80 bpm when the pulse is
normal. So don't get too excited about
the success of your work!

[9600051
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PARTS LIST
Resistors:
R1 = 470 kn
RrR4, R16 = 47 kn
Rs = 680 n
R6, R7, Rl1 = 1 Mn
Rs = 220 kn
Rg=22kn
RlO, R19, R20 = 10 kn
R12 = 4.7 kn
R13, R14 = 56 kn
R1S = 270 n
R17 = 39 kn
R1S = 1 kn
R21 = 1.5 kn
R22 = 3.3 kn
R23 = 330 n
Pl' P2 = 10 kn preset

Capacltors:
Cl' c, = 10 nF
C2 = 1 J1F,16 V, vertical
C3 = 47 nF
C4, ClO = 1 nF
C6, C7 = 4.7 J1F,16 V, vertieal
c, = 220 nF
c, = 100 pF
C11 = 100 J1F,16 V, veitieal
C12 = 100 nF

Semiconductors:
01-013 = LED, high-efficieney, 3 mm,
red
014 = LED, high-efficiency, 3 mm,
green
015 = lN4148

Integrated circuits:
ICl = LM324
IC2 = 4528
IC3 = 4060
IC4 = 74HC4514
IC5 = CNY70 (Teletunken) or dis-
erete IR diode and IR phototransis-
tor (see text)
IC6 = LM317

Miscellaneous:
Kl = 2 off soldering pin
K2 = 3-pin terminal strip tor board
mounting
Sl = single-pole ehange-over switeh
BT1 = 9 V dry or reehargeable bat-
tery (see text)
Enclosure, 120x65x40 mm, Bopla
E430 er OI{W N120
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Flash EPROM
programmer/emulator
a multi-purpose programmer/emulator,

not just for microntroller circuit development
The most comfortable as
weil as expensive way of

developing microcon-
troller circuits is to emu-

late the relevant controller
with the aid of an in-cir-
cuit emulator. Among the
less costly options are a

monitor program
and an EPROM
emulator. Un-
fortun.ately, a ~
morutor pro- .,
gram uses up
some of the con-
troller's resources. This
serious disadvantage is

avoided by using an
EPROM emulator which
behaves basically like a
dual-ported RAM: one

side has an interface like
that of an EPROM, while
the other provides the

logic that pumps a data-
stream into the RAM.

EPROM eruulators are by no means
novelties to regular readers of Elektor
Electrcnics. Although a number of
these projects were presented in the

Design by C F Urban
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past, end built successfully by thou-
sands of users around the globe. we
have to admit that the most recent de-
sign dates back to 1992, and is no
langer up to date in view of its maxi-
mum data capacity of 'only' 64Kbyte.
When companies like AMD first in-

trodueed 'Flash' EPROMs featuring a
single 5-Vprogramming voltage and a
lifetirne of about 100,000programming
cycles, a totally new perspecüve be-
came available for the design of a new
type of EPROM emulator. The present
design not only acts as an EPROM em-
ulator with a huge storage capadry it
also doubles as a Flash EPROM pro-
grammer, saving you the expense that
wouJd have gone into purchasing a
dedica ted programmer.
Having finished with the EPROM

emulator during the design phase, the
Flash EPROM containing the larest,
tested code may be removed from the
emulator and plugged into the appli-
cation circuit, Because prices of Flash
EPROMs are not much higher than
those of regular EPROMs, the addi-
tionalluxury described above comes
free of charge. in other words, it does
not even add to the cost of building
the present design.

WHAT IS A
FLASH EPROM?
Apart from the fact that Flash EPROMs
have a write input, their actual behav-
iour in normal use does not differ
much from regular EPROMs. The dif-
ference is only apparent from the way
the data are loaded into the EPROM,
and erased again. While ordinary
EPROMs require a well-defined pro-
gramming voltage to be present for a
certain period of time, and the compo-
nent may be erased agam by exposing
the chip to a certain dose of UV light,
these lwo processes are internally con-
trolled and carried out in a Flash
EPROM. To that effecr, the Flash
EPROM receives an ecrurately defined
command sequence (erase, program)
which indudes special precautions (set
up by the manufacturer) to ensure that
an erase action can not happen just
like that.
The relevant command is trans-

ferred to the Flash EPROM via a series
of write operations, as illustrated by
Table 1. The two first commands,
RendJReset, rcsct the Flash EPROM, and
prepare it for normal read operations.
The Autoselect command allows the
manufacturer code and the device type
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Table 1. Flash·EPROMcommands

First Bus Second Bus Third Bus Fourth Bus Fifth Bus Sixth Bus

Command Cycles Write Cycle Write Cycle Write Cycle Write Cycle Write Cycle Write Cycle

Addr. Data Addr. Data Addr. Data Addr. Data Addr. Data Addr. Data

Read/Resel 1 XXX Fa

Read/Resel 4 5555 M 2AM 55 5555 Fa RA RD

Autoselecl 4 5555 M 2AM 55 5555 90

Byte Program 4 5555 M 2AM 55 5555 AO PA PD

Chip Erase 6 5555 M 2AM 55 5555 80 5555 M 2AM 55 5555 10

Sector Erase 6 5555 M 2AM 55 5555 80 5555 M 2AM 55 SA 30
Address bits A15-A18 are X (don't eare) tor all address commands except Program Address (PA) and Seetor Address (SA)

All data and addresses are in hexadecimal notation

RA = Address of memory IDeation to be read.
PA = Address of memory loeation 10 be programmed (on negative WE edge).

SA = Address of seetor to be erased.

RD = Contents of memory IDeation RA

PD = Contents of memory loeation PA (on negative WE edge)

to be reed. The command Byte loads
the program into the EPROM, while
Chip Emse actuates the erasing process
which should normally take less than
a minute to complete. From a pcint of
view of logic, the Flash EPROM is di-
vided into sectors which may be read
individually with the aid of the Sector
Emse command.
A Flash EPROM offers yet another

protection mechanism to protect it
agairrst unintentional write or read ac-
tions on a sector-by-sector basis. A sec-
tor protected in this way can not be
read or (over)written with just a 5-V
voltage. This is an important fact to
keep in mind with used devices. The
protection may only be undone with
the aid of a special programmer.
During the program or erase

process, the status of the Flash
EPROM may be read from the same
location as the programmed or erased
byte, after a command with normal
'read' access. With sector erasing, the
status information may be read from
any address within the sector.
During the programming se-

qucnce, the highest-erder bit, DQ7, in
the byte being read holds the negated
value of the one being programmed,
while bit DQ5 holds a O. After success-

fuj programming, this inversion is un-
done, bits 5 and 7 then holding the
planned values.
Because all memory locations ap-

pear to be programmed with the value
FFH during an erase sequence, bit 7 is
then invariably 0 during the process.
When an internally fixed time limit is
exceeded during either of these two
processes ('timing error'), bit 5 toggles
to 1, and bit 7 retains its inverted state.
The function of bit 6 is implemented
because of compatibi.tity requirements.
Bit 3 is used when several sectors are
to be erased simultaneously. Neither of
these features are, however, used in
the EPROM emulator described here.
Detailed information which you may
require for your own software designs
may be found in the databooks pub-
lished by the manufaeturer, AMD (ad-
dress at the end of this article).

ADDRESSES AND DATA
The block diagram of the emulator/pro-
grammer is shown in Figure 1. Behind
the parallel interface with the PC are
a couple of address registers, a data
register and a multiplexer which re-
duces the number of data lines to the
PC to just two. The Flash EPROM is at

Table 2. Status reports during programming and
erasure operations

Status DQ7 DQ6 DQ5 DQ3

Aulo·Programming DQ7 loggles 0 0
Working

Program/Erase in Aula Erase 0 loggles 0 1

Aulo·Programming DQ7 loggles 1 1
Time timit exceeded

Program/Erase in Auto Erase 0 loggles 1 1
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the centre of the circuit.
When the Flash EPROM has to be

programmed only, all other circuit
blocks are inactive. In emulator mode,
the Flash EPROM is read by the ap-
plication circuit, via a buffer. The ap-
plication circuit is connected to the
block marked 'emulator probe'.
The EPROM Emulator we pub-

lished in 1992 uses the Centrorucs stan-
dard to communicate with the Pe.
That was easy, really, because a static
RAM was used that required only orle
write operation per byte. With the pre-
sent circuit, a pure Centrcrdcs-based
comrnunication would not be possible
without highly complex hardware and
software. Thus, although the program-
mer/emulator makes use of the Pe' 5
parallel printer port, the protocol used
for the actual communication is defi-
nitely not to the Centronics standard.
In addition to eight datalines, the

parallel pcrt offers four controllines in
the direetion of the EPROM emulator;
and five status lines which may be
used individually for simple read or
write commands.
Three of the latter lines are used to

supply dock signals to an equal num-
ber of registers lC2, lC3 and lC4, which
lateh a total of 19 address lines (AO
through AlB),one line for OE, and four
lines for the selection of a CE signal
(CE1 through CE4).The fourth eontrol
line generates the WE signal. Because
the Flash EPROM only copies the byte
on the databus on the edge of the WE
signal, the registers and the Flash
EPROM share the eight data1ines avail-
able on the parallel Interface. During
read operations (OE = low), bus driver
ICS disconnects the datalines from the
Flash EPROM. This is achieved by in-
verting the OE signal (in lCle) and ap-
plying it to the enable signal for IC5.
Only five lines are available to read
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a byte, so that it is necessary for two 4-
to-I mu1tiplexers to reduce the eight
datalines to just two. Consequently,
the PC has to access these lines four
times for every complete byte. Because
the registers only copy the data on the
datalines on the low-to-high edge of
the drive signals CLKl, CLK2 and
CLK3, they may be used for control-
ling the multiplexers. As regards the
control software, however, one shou1d
take into account that on each state
change of the control lines only that
specific byte is available which belongs
with a register whose CLK line
changes from low to high. The
arrangement of the data lines on the
multiplexer is such that bit 7 and bit 5
are automatically selected after the last
write operation of a command se-
quence. The remaining sig-
nal distribution across the
multiplexers just enables a
simple software solution to
be applied for reading a
complete byte.
The switching between

emulator and programmer
mode is realized likewise.
When one of the three con-
trol !ines CLKl, CLK2 or
CLK3 is logic high, then the wired-OR
configuration of three open-coUector
inverters (ICld, lCle, ICH) ensures
that the Load signal is actuated (i.e.,
goes low). Ihis causes the outputs of
registers IC2, IC3 and IC4, as weU as
bus driver lC5, to be enabled, so that
the address and datalines of the host
circuit are separated from those of the
Flash EPROM.
At the same time, aReset signal is

being prepared which allows the pin
marked RST (on FET Tl) to go active
low, and the pin marked RST+ to go
active high. When Active-High-Reset is
applied, it is possible to apply either a
+5-V level (jumper fitted), or 'steal' a
corresponding level from the applica-
tion circuit (via the RST+ pin). The lat-
ter option is particularly interesting
when a member of the 80C51 micro-
controUer family Is used because it al-
lows the usual reset capacitor to be
shunted. Reststor R22 then limits the
current to an acceptable level. It does
not, however, act as a conti.nuous cur-
rent limitet; because Tl may be dam-
aged if too much current flows.
Th.is mode selection operating via

the three CLK lines on the parallel in-
terface enables the PC software to
rcsct the host (application) circuit with-
out having to reload the emulator. The
same function is carried out by the RE-
5ETAPP uti!ity pragram, which may
be found on the distribution diskette
which is available for this project
through our Readers Services (order
code 956017-1).
R-C networks R4-Cl3, RS-Cl4, R6-

C15 and R13-CI6 suppress intemal
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and external spurious pulses on the
contral lines. The delays caused by
these networks should be compen-
sated by the software. The delay is,
therefore, measured by the program:
if the multiplexer ls disabled (CE inac-
tive), a logic one is programmed on
the CI4 and CI6lines. Next, the multi-
plexers are enabled (CE active], and
da ta lines 00 and 02 are selected.
When these two lines supply 1'5, the
time may be measured that has
elapsed between outputting the pulse
edge on the CLK3 Uneand the instaut
the level changes of 00 and 02.
The measured (and slightly length-

ened) period strictly epplfes to the
delay which is valid for the CLK3 line.
To make sure that this delay is suffi-
cient for the other control lines too, the
R-C time of R6-C15 is about twice that
of the other R-C networks. The deJay
also hel ps to avoid problems which
may arise from the use of computers
with different speeds.

PROGRAMMING
FLASH EPROMs
When the emu1ator is used as a pro-
grammer, 53 allows the Flash EPROM
to be removed without any risk, and
without having to disconnect the pro-
grammer from the PC or the power
supply. The switch simply disables the
5 V supply for the Flash EPROM. It also
causes the W!; signal to be puJJed to 0 V
(via T2 and inverter ICH) and elfec-
tively disconnects the Load signal so
that the register and bus driver outputs
are disabled. Diode 03 and the inverter

9600n-12

then block the signals of the address
line drivers in the application circuit. All
lines are pulled to 0 V by means of re-
sistor arrays (R7, R8, R9 and RlO). The
Flash EPROM may be removed front
the socket when LEO 01 goes out.
Switch 51 allows the emulator to be

used autonomously. When the emula-
tor Is disconnected from the PC, pull-
up resistors Rl and R2 pull all lines
logic high. Ihat would normally cause
the circuit to switch to programmer
mode, but the Load signal is effectively
blocked by switch 51 and a puJJ-up re-
sistor in array R2. So, the circuit re-
mains in emulator mode.

POWER SUPPLY
The emulator may be powered via the
EPROM socket of the host circuit via
08 and 09. It is, however, better to
power it from its own regulator, IC8,
which is pratected by 06 and 07, or
from an external 5-V voltage source
connected to KS. Jumpers 28 and 32
determine whether the supply voltage
arrives via pin 28 or 32 of the socket or
EPROM. They rnust, however, be fit-
ted only when the supply voltage ar-
riving via 08 or 09 is not reliable.
The address and data Iines of the

EPROMs are compatible. Be sure,
however, to avoid a situation in which
the host circuit receives 00 supply
voltage, because IC12 then drives the
datalines in the host circuit. The un-
stabilized input voltage for the regula-
tor may be obtained from an inexpen-
sive 12-Vmains adaptor wh.ich is con-
nected to socket K3 on the board.
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Figure 2. Circuit dia-
gram 0' the Flash
EPROM
programmerfemulator.
Two 4-t0-1 multiplex-
ers reduce the eight-
bit wide data bus to
on/y two IInes.
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COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
Rl,R2,RI8 ~ 9-way 3k03 SIL array
R4,RS,R6,R13,R24-R31 ~ 4700
R7...R10 = a-way 10kO: SIL array
R14 ~ 2200
R1S ~ 2kn2
R16 ~ 10kn
R17.R20 ~ 3300
R21,R22 ~ 180
R23 ~ 3k1l3

Capacltors:
Cl-C12,C18 ~ lDOnF
C13,C14,CI6 ~ 47pF
C1S ~ 100pF
C17 ~ 270pF
C19 ~ 100~F 2SV
C20 ~ 1DO~F 2SV

Semlconductors:
01 ~ LEO, red
03,04,OB,09 ~ BATBS
05 ~ LEO, yellow
06,07 ~ 1N4002
02 = LED, green
Tl ~ BS250
TS ~ BS170
T2 ~ BCS47B
ICl ~ 74LS06
IC2,IC3,IC4 ~ 74HCTS74
ICS,IC9-IC12 ~ 74HCTS41
IC7 ~ 29F040 or 29F010 (see text)
IC8 ~ 7806
IC6 ~ 74HCT153
icra ~ 74HCT14

Miscellaneous:
Kl = 40-pin pinheader
K2 ~ 2S-pin eub-D plug, angled plns
K3,K8 = 2-pin pes terminal block
K9 = 34-pin pinheader
81,83 = (slide) switch 2 x cks
82 = 4-way DIP switch
S4 = 6-way DIP switch er zxs-ptn
pinheader w. jumpers

32-pin ZIF socket tor tC7 (optionat)
zxaz-ptn OlL flatcable cannector with
approx. 30cm 34-way flatcable (see
text)
Printed clrcuit board (960077-1) and
software on dtek (956017-1), com-
bination order code 960077-C.

pinheader or boxheader at the emula-
tor side. This is fitted either in the solid
or the dashed box outline indicated by
the component overlay on the board.
lf you mount it in the solid box outline,
the other end of the cable shouJd be
fitted with a OIL connector that has a
pin f-to-wire 2 contact arrangement.
The second option is for a OlL con-
nector with a pin I-to-wire 1 structure.
There are also two options for the

connection to the PC The first is
formed by pinheader Kl, which is con-
nected to an IDC-style Centronics
socket via a short piece of flatcable
(pin 1 to pin 1). From there, an ordi-
nary printer cable is used to establish
the connection with the Pe. The alter-
native is to connect the circuit to the
PC via 25-pin sub-D plug K2, for
which a zö-way male/female cable is
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sufficient (again with pin 1 to pin 1
correspondence).
Depending on the enclosure used

and other construction methods ap-
plied, it may be worth while to solder
DIP switches 52 and 54 at the solder
side of the board. That allows the
EPROM size and the CE lines to be set
with a small screwdriver or sirnilar,
without having to open the endosure.
Please note that the cables to swit.ches
S1 and S3 should be shorter than
4Omm.

PRACTICAL USE
The programmer/emulator is compat-
ible with the 29F04Oand 29F010 Flash
EPROM frorn AMD. Because both
have the same command sequences. it
is not necessary to make a distinetion.
Problems may only occur if you try to
load a file which is larger than the stor-
age capacity of the Flash EPROM This
is not checked by the software.
Up to four emulators may con-

nected to a single parallel port. Since
most PCs support three parallel ports
(LPTl, LPT2, LPT3), up to twelve em-
ulators may be controlled. Resistors Rl
and R2 are only fitted in the last emu-
lator! The selection of an emulator on
a particular port is carried out via DIP
switch S2 (CE1 = first emulator). Ad-
dress lines may be switehed off via
jumpers or DIP switch S4 if the
EPROM to be emulated has a smaller
address range than the Flash EPROM
on the emulator; When a switch is
opened and the associated jumper
also, then the relevant address line is
held at a logic low level by a pull-
down resistor.
lt should be noted that there are

EPROMs wh ich expect a logic high
level at a non-used pin. lf the relevant
address line is not properly discon-
nected with these EPROMs, the emula-
tor will not work as it should. It is, there-
fore, recommended to always check
that all switches and jumpers are prop-
erly set, and that all used address lines
which are not used by the EPROM to
be emulated, are switched off.
Another mistake which may easily

occur is an atterupt to load hex files.
The software supports binary files
only.

THE SOFTWARE
Control software for the prograru~
mer/emulator is available on a diskette
which may be obtained through the
Readers services. 1111" disk also con-
tains a number of small utilities. Al-
ways read the README file on the
disk, because it may contain important
information which was not available at
the time this artide was being pre~
pared.
All utility programs on the disk

share a common parameter set,
!L<port><ce>. This selects the em-
ulator which is to be addressed by the
program. The parameter <port> is ei-
ther 1, 2 or 3 depending on the LrT
port you wish to use. The other para-
meter, <ce>, is either 1 for CE1, 2 for
CE2, 3 for CE3 or 4 for CE4.
An example: the ernulator is con-

nected to port LPT2, and switch CE1
is closed. The parameter string then
becornes /L21.
The order of the parameters is im-

portant to observe with the individual
prograrns. Aspace should be typed be-
fore all file names and parameterst

Flash EPROM programmer utilities:

ERAFLASH /L<port> <ce>
erases the Flash EPROM instalied in
the emulator.

PRGFLASH /L<port><ce> <bin-
file >
programs the file <binfile> into the
Flash EPROM installed in the emula-
tor. No check is pertormed whether
the file actually fits in the EPROM. 1f
the file size exceeds the memory ca-
padry, the verify routine rcports an
error.

RDFLASH /Lcpert> <ce> <file>
(B<nmbr>
reads <nmbr> of bytes from the con-
tents of the Flash EPROM instalied in
the emulator, and copies them into
<file>. Because the program does not
know the size of the currenüy installed
Flash EPROM, no check is performed
whether <nmbr> actuaIJy fits, or is
too large.

Emulator utilities:

LOADEMU /L<port><ce> <bin-
file >
The program switches the emulator se-
lected with the IL parameter to 'load'
modc. e.rases the Flash EPROM, loads
<binfile> , and returns to emulator
rnode.

RESETAPP /L<port> <ce >
This utility allows you to reset the host
(application) circuit via the ernulator
selected via the /L pnramctcr set. A
reset pulse with a length of about 1 s
is genera ted and transferred to the
host circuit. (9&0077)

Note: technical data on Flash EPROMs
may be obtained from:
Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) Ap-
plications Hotline and Literature. UK
and Europe, tel. (01256)811101.
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KEYBOARD SWAP FOR pes
In some situations,
for instance, in edu-
cation or in process
contra I systems, it is
practical to have at
least two keyboards

connected to a single
IBM PC (or compati-
ble, of course). The
circuit presented

here en-
ables

any PC
to be fit-
ted with
an extra ...

key-
board, at a small out-
lay only, and without
any kind of internal
modification to the

computer or the key-
boards.

".
• 1~\ ...

o \

I "
\
I' \

Having two keyboards hooked up on
Olle pe can be very useful in a number
of situations. Such a setup does, how-
ever; require that the switching be-
tween the two keyboards is fully auto-
rnatic, and, therefore, 'transparent' to
the user. In addition, it wouJd also be
ruce if the interface for the keyboards
could be used in a simple way, that is,
without extra cables, difficult settings
or softwäre extensions. Last but not
least, it would be extremely useful if
the interface would accept keyboards
with the familiar f-pin DIN plug as
well as types with the compact PS/2
type plug.
For maximum ease of US€, and min-

irrrum risk of operaring errors, it Is es-
sential that the circuit always has Olle
of the keyboards selected for a certain

Design by K Viernickel
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tWD keyboards
on one PO

period. In practice, the keyboard swap
interface would throw the system in
disarray when keyboard 2 is enabled
immediately after a key is released on
keyboard 1, or the other way around.
So/ the system discussed here Is pro-
vided with a certain wait period (ap-
prox. 10 seconds) before the second
keyboard is connected to the pe agam.
Despite all the requirements men-
tioned above, we have been successful
in cramming a11 of the above men-
tioned features in a circuit containing
just two integrated circuits, a handful
of passive components, and a few
PeB-mount connectors. The conver-
sion from a PS/2 style plug to the more
familiar DIN socket is achieved with
the aid of a special adaptor plug
(which is available commercially) or a
home-made cable. Details on this type
of adaptor are given in a short inset
elsewhere in this artide.

SPEAKING OF KEYS •••
Keyboards for today' s pes are rela-
tively simple devices. The keyboard in-
terface has foul' signals on it, irrespec-
tive of the connector type. Two pins are
used to feed the supply voltage to the
keyboard (+5 V and ground). The
other two are for the clock signal
which indicates whether or not a key
is pressed, and for the actual serial
code which goes with the key which is
being pressed. The dock signal (found
at pin 1 of the 5-way DIN socket) is
present as lang as a key Is pressed.
Next, the serial data code which be-
langs to the pressed key appears at
pin 2 of the plug.
Basically,there are two types of key-

board in the world of IBM pes and
compabbles: 'XT' keyboards and 'AT'
on es. XT keyboards go back to the
early years of the pe industry, and are
hardly sold any more. All new key-
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boards supplied these days are of the
AT type - search as you may, you
won't find XT keyboards any more in
the computer shops!
Electrically, the main difference be-

tween XT and AT type keyboards is
the bidirectional communication
which is made possible by an AT-style
keyboard. This option is used, among
others, to activate the ,.. IL- ..
LED indicators (Nurn
Lock, Caps Lock and
Scroll Lock) on the
keyboard. In an XT
keyboard, the LEOs
are controlled (i.e.,
switched on and off)
by bistables (flip-flops)
which form part of the
internal keyboard hardware. In an AT
keyboard, this control is taken over by
the Pe. The communication between
the PC and the keyboard, and the as-
sociated interrupf processing works
properly (in most cases!) when the
LEDs on an AT-style keyboard can be
switched on and off by the Pe.

Figure t_ Full circuit
diagram of the key-
board swap Interface_
Thls clrcult enables
!wo keyboards to be
hooked up to a single
rc.

FROM THEORY
PRACTICE

TO

The complete circuit diagram of the
keyboard swap circuit is shown in Hg-
ure 1. You will probably agree with us
that the circuit has remained pretty
simple. Connector Kl is Iinked to the
rc. while connectors K2 and K3 may
be used to hook up the keyboards. The
circuit contains two mono-
stable multivibrators
(MMVs) built areund IC1a
and lOb (C04098). Each of
these is set to an Re time of
about 10 seconds (by means
of R2-C3 and R4-C4 respec-
tively). IC1a is aetuated
when a key is pressed on
the keyboard connected to
K2. Similarly, the keyboard
connected to K3 actuates
monostable lCIb. When a
key is pressed, the level at
pin 2 of K2 (or K3) changes,
and the negative trigger
input (- T) of the relevant
(retriggerable) monostable is
actuated. The legte high
level which exists at the
Q output of the monostable
during the mono time then
causes two analogue
switches to elose (Tela
switches IC2b and IC2c,
while Ktb controls IC2a
and IC2d). Both switches
(for example, IC2b/c) elose
when the associated Q out-
put is logic high, and then
connect the active keyboard
to the com pu ter. At the
same time, an indication
LEO lights, so that the user
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can actually see which keyboard is cur-
rently connected to the PC
Because the Q output of each of the

bistables is crossed over to the RESET

input of the other bistable, the two
monostables can never be actuated st-
multaneously. The non-active mono-
stable can not be actuated until the

From tritri
Today's pe market offers keyboards with
two types 01 plug. Traditionally, the 5-way
DIN plug is used. A couple 01 years aga,
IBM ('Big Blue'] intraduced a much more
compact connection with their PS/2 fine
01 pes. Not surprisingly, PS/2-style key-
board connectors are found on many
original IBM computers and portables. AI-
though they look entirely different, the 5-
pin DIN plug and the PS/2 plug da con-
vey the same signals. An adaptor to
bridge the physical differences is there-
lore easily made.
Figure 1 shows the pinout and pin/signal
lunctions 01 the 5-way DIN connector.
Only lour pins are used on this connec-
tor: two lor the data exchange, and two
lor the 5-V supply voltage, which origi-
nates lram the pe.
Figure 2 shows the layout 01 the PS/2
keyboard connector. Use is made 01 a
compact 6-way mini-DiN plug and socket.
An adaptor to link the two standards is
easily made lram a length 01 4-way cable,
a PS/2 cable socket and a 5-way DIN
plug. Incidentally, these adaptors should
be available lram any reasonably stocked
computer shop.
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QMPQNENTS UST

Resistors:
R1-R4 ~ 4 x 10MQ
R5,R6 ~ 2 x 220Q

Capacitors:
C1,C2 ~ 2 x 100nF
C3,C4 ~ 2 x 1~F
C5 ~ 1 x 100~F 16V

Semiconductors:
01,02 ~ 2 x LEO
IC1 ~ 1 x 4098
IC2 ~ 1 x 4066

f ~t~~~

I ~"O 00 00 0~I
~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~

Miscellaneous:
K1,K2,K3 .;:::3 X s-pin DIN socket,
180", =ce mount
Printed ctrcuit board, order code
950126-1

monotirne of about 10 5 has elapsed on
the active monostable. Thanks to this
approach, only one keyboard is actu-
ally connected to the pe at any time,
and cross-interference between the
two keyboards is avoided.

Figure 2. Copper track lay-
out and component mount-
ing overlay of the printed
c/rcult board designed for
the interface (board avail-
able ready-made, see
page 60). The three DIN
sockets are neatly
arranged side by side at
one edge of the board,

THE SOLDER WORK
Figure 2 shows the capper track layout
and the cornponent mounting plan of
the printed circuit board we designed
for this project. The board is available
ready-made through Dur Readers Ser-
vices (see page 60). Start by installing
the two wire links on the board. Next,
you may fit the sockets, resistors and
capacitors in their re-

spective positions.
Observe the polarity
01 the LEDs when
you mount them. lt
is recommended to
use JC sockets on the
board. The ICs are
fitted last.

All that remains

to be done is make
the connecting
cable to the pe Via
this connection, the
circuit is powered
by the computer. In
practice, the current
consumptlon is
very low or even
negbgible when the
two LEDs are out.

It shouJd not be too difficult to find
a suitable case for the keyboard swap
circuit. The choice 1Sleft to you!
The connecting cable is easily made

from a piece of fonr-way cable and
two ordinary 5-pin 1800 DlN plugs.
The connections are not crossed, that
is, pin 1 of one plug goes to pin 1 of
the other; pin 2 to pin 2, and so 011.

Fortunately, the pin numbers are usu-
ally printed next to the pins, at the sol-
der side.

Figure 3. Finished proto-
type of the circu/t, which is
connected to the PC via a
home-made 4-way cable.3

CONNECTING UP
Use the home-made cable to connect
the circuit board to the PC's keyboard
input. Next, connect the two key-
boards to the sockets on the keyboard
swap circuit. Switch on the Pe. In cese
the pre-defined selection time of the
monostables (approx. 105) is shorter
than the boot time 01 the pe, the com-
puter will probably produce an error
report 'Keyboard error, press <H > to
RESUME' or similar; Fortunate1y,
pressing the Fl key on one of the key-
boards is always suffident to complete
the 'boot-up' procedure successfully.
Both keyboards shouJd now be able to
aJternately communicate with the pe.
From then Oll, keyboard swapping is
only possible when both LEDs are out.

(950126)
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Miscellaneous:
K1,K2,K3 = 3 x 5-pin OIN socket,
180°, PCS mount
Printed circuit board, order code
950126-1

OMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R1-R4 = 4 x 10MQ
R5,R6 = 2 x 220Q

Capacitors:
C1,C2 = 2 x 100nF
C3,C4 = 2 x 11lF
C5 = 1 x 100!lF 16V

Semiconductors:
01,02 = 2 x LEO
IC1 = 1 x 4098
IC2 = 1 x 4066

monotime of about 10 s has elapsed on
the active monostable. Thanks to this
approach, only one keyboard is actu-
ally connected to the PC at any time,
and cross-interference between the
two keyboards is avoided.

THE SOLDER WORK
Figure 2 shows the copper track layout
and the component mounting plan of
the printed circuit board we designed
for this project. The board is available
ready-made through our Readers Ser-
vices (see page 60). Start by installing
the two wire links on the board. Next,
you may fit the sockets, resistors and
capacitors in their re-

Figure 3. Finished proto-
type of the circuit, whieh is
eonneeted to the PC via a
home-made 4-way eabte.

f ~~~
I ",,-0 00 00 0"I
~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~

Figure 2. Copper track tay-
out and eomponent mount-
ing overtay of the printed
circuit board designed for
the interface (board avail-
abte ready-made, see
page 60). The three DtN
sockets are neatly
arranged side by side at
one edge of the board.

spective positions.
Observe the polarity
of the LEDs when
you mount them. It
is recommended to
use IC sockets on the
board. The ICs are
fitted last.
All that remains
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to be done is make
the connecting
cable to the Pe. Via
this connection, the
circuit is powered

; by the cornputer, In
I practice, the current
consumption is
very low or even
negligible when the
two LEDs are out.

It should not be too difficult to find
a suitable case for the keyboard swap
circuit. The choice is left to you!
The connecting cable is easily made

from a piece of four-way cable and
two ordinary 5-pin 1800 DIN plugs.
The connections are not crossed, that
is, pin 1 of one plug goes to pin 1 of
the other, pin 2 to pin 2, and so on.
Fortunately, the pin numbers are usu-
ally printed next to the pins, at the sol-
der side.

CONNECTING UP
Use the horne-made cable to connect
the circuit board to the Pe' s keyboard
input. Next, connect the two key-
boards to the sockets on the keyboard
swap circuit. Switch on the Pe. In case
the pre-defined selection time of the
monostables (approx. 10 s) is shorter
than the boot time of the PC, the com-
puter will probably produce an error
report 'Keyboard error, press <Fl > to
RESUME' or similar. Fortunately,
pressing the Fl key on one of the key-
boards is always sufficient to complete
the 'boot-up' procedure successfully.
Both keyboards should now be able to
alternately communicate with the Pe.
From then on, keyboard swapping is
only possible when both LEDs are out.

(950126)
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64-channel logic analyser
(May 1996, p. 35-43, 960033)

Constructors using the ready-made print-
ed circuit boards lor this project should
note that capacitors C25, C35 and C45
were not included in the circuit diagrams,
PCS layouts and parts lists as printed in
the magazine. These capacitors afford
additional supply decoupling, and should
have a value 0110!1F,16V.
Channels 48 through 64 (probe D) are

not available because IC40 can not be
selected. The problem is simple to solve
by connecting pin 28 (CSTI)and 32 (CSl)
01 IC40 to ground (see drawing). The cir-
cuit diagram on page 38 should be cor-
rected likewise.

Finally, on the main board, copper
tracks run very close to the board mount-
ing hole near pins 49/50 01connector K4.
Care should be taken notto cause short-
circuits here by PCB spacers or screws.

Matchbox BASIC computer
as data logger
(September 1996, p. 18-21, 960065)

Dwing to a conversion mistake in the elec-
tronic page layout process, all underscore
characters (_) have disappeared lram the
listing on page 19. Readers wishing to
obtain a Iree copy 01the corrected listing
(on paper) may apply to our Customer
Services department in Dorchester.

SIMM tester
(February 1996, p. 18-26, 960039)

II last SIMMs are tested, a bus conllict
may arise, causing a latch-up situation
and an incorrect message stating that the
SIMM is laulty. This ~ happen because
buffer IC13 uses the RD signal to reverse
its direction, while the SIMM does so
using the WR signal.
This problem may be solved as lollows:
a. Disconnect pin 1 01 IC13, and connect
itto pin 12 01ICB (a non-used inverter).

b. Disconnect pin 1301 ICB, and connect
it to pin 2 01 IC7 (WR).

c. Disconnect pin 19 01 IC13, and con-
nect itto pin 2 01 ICB.

Keyboard swap for PCs
(June 1996, p. 40-43, 950126)

Secause resistors R5 and R6 may lorm
a too large load lor IC1, the PC may not
receive any1hing although the LEDs indi-
cate that one 01the keyboards is active.
This problem may be solved by increas-
ing the value 01R5 and R6 to 1kQ. II the
LED intensity is reduced too much, high-
efficiency LEDs should be used.
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Video test chart generator
(October 1996, p. 24-29, 960076)
The S-VHS output may oscillate. This
problem may be solved by litting a
330-pF ceramic capacitor between
junction R16/C3 and the ground con-

nection 01 C11 (at the underside 01
the board, see drawing).

The value 01capacitor C14 has to be
increased Irom 1OOnFto 470nF.
The modulator case has to be soldered

to the ground plane 01the PCB.This may
be achieved by litting solder pins near the
corners 01the modulator (drill additional
holes), or by removing the protective lac-
Quer in these locations, and sold er the
modulator case directly to the ground
plane.

U2402B ballery charger
(April 1996, p. 10-15, 950120)

In the circuit diagram on page 12, the
switch idenüfiedas S2a (near R22) should
be S2c.

Oscilloscope prescaler
(November 1995, p. 28-34, 950115)
A number 01 readers have reported tim-
ing problems with the RAMs used in the
circuit. For these RAMs, a short period
appears to be necessary between the
'address stable' and 'write enable low'
instants.

Two solutions are available:
1. Use the type GM76C2BA-10 lrom Gold-
star in position IC13. This RAM chip
was also used in our prototype.

2. Modily the PCB as lollows:
- desolder the socket for IC9;
- cut the connection between pins 1 and
2 of IC9 at the component side 01the
board;

- fit a new IC socket;
- connect a short isolated wire between
pin 2 01 IC9, and pin 10 011C6.

The latter solutlon causes a delay 01
23B ns on the WE line, enabling the cir-
cuit to work with RAMs having a specifi-
cation other than tas=0 also.
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FOCUS ON: DIGITAL
VIDEO RECORDERS

new arrivals every day
Since the immensely

successful introduction
of the music compact

disc, all things digitized
are much sought after.
In spite of the only
moderate success
so far of digital

audio recorders
like DAT, DCC
and the Mini-
Disc (which

failed to set box
office records,

and will not da so
for same time to

come), manufactur-
ers of audio/video con-
sumer electronics seem
convinced that the digi-
tal video recorder does
have the potential of

becoming a market 'hit',
All large manufacturers
of consumer electronics
are highly likely to intro-

duce digital video
recording equipment
before the end of this
year. Let's have a look
at what these giants
have up their sleeve.

As most 01 YOll will know, the digital
approach to signal processing has its
distinct advantages because it looks
upan any event as true er false. Since
there Is nothing in between true and
false, external things like noise signals
ean not affect the Signal quality. In
pnnciple, pieture signals which have
been stored digitally retain their qual-
ity for many years. The reproduction
01 digital signals is still perfect after
many years of storage and generations
of copies, Also, manipulations of the
signals will not degrade the quality,
provided these manipulations are CaI-
ried out in the digital domain.Sy our editortal staff

46

Leaving the massive Impact of dig-
itized audio behind as an accom-
plished fact, the industry has moved
on, and is now at a stage where video
signals rnay be processed digitaUy,
without major problems, in consumer
equipment for high-volume produc-
tion. Digital video standards like
MPEG I and MPEG n (which are used
with Video CD and digital television),
are already applied in practice. lt a11
seems to indicate that the days of ana-
logue video recorder will 500n be past,
that is, if the manufacturers have their
way - as we all know, the market may
dierate otherwise.
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DVIDEO,
A WORLD STANDARD
Once bitten, twice shy: having learned
their lesson from the problems that
arose with the introduction of a stan-
dard for the analogue video recorder
(once upan a time three different sys-
tems, Video 2000, Betamax and VHS
contested fiercely for the title 'world
standard'), manufacturers of consumer
electronics have agreed upon a com-
mon standard for digital video. Called
DVideo, this standard was the result of
the Digital VCR Conference held in
july 1993. It is currently supported by
at least 52 manufacturers, incJuding all
giants like Philips, Sony and Mat-
sushita.
Meanwhile, a number of manufac-

turers of consumer electronics (indud-
ing Sony) have started to introduce
video systems (camcorders as weil as
homedecks) which are based on Digi-
tal Video.
The new digital video system al-

lows any user to produce recordings
and edited work with professional
quality using an extremely compact
video cassette. The differenees be-
tween recordings made with the new
digital system and the current ana-
logue VHS system are remarkable. The
resolution of the digitally stored video
image is much higher, and fully re-
tained despite endless copying and
editing. The digital recording system
also offers many new picture effects
and editing options, induding sound
insertion only, picture insertion only,
auclio dubbing and video-on-sound.
Many picture effects may be employed
without modifying the digital reeord-
ing. A simple computer program and

aserial link be-
tween the PC and
the recorder are
all it takes to actu-
ally use these in-
teresting effects.
JVC recently

demonstrated that
all these features
may be integrated
into an extremely
compact system.
Their camcorder
type GR-DV1 eas-
i1y fits in a single
hand, yet con-
tains a digital
video deck with a
piethora of effeets
and pieture edit-
ing features, not
forgetting a corn-
plete camera
function, of
course. The digi-
tal video output
enables the digi-
tized video signal
to be transferred to another medium
(carrier). Most edit functions may be
activated directly via the infra-red re-
rnctc control that comes with the GR-
DV1. The price tag is moderate at less
than f2,OOO right from the introduc-
tion.

A NEW CASSETTE, TOO
No new video system to go without a
new video cassette, of course. Unfor-
tunately, that means loss of compati-
bility: in other words, a DVideo
recorder cannot be used to play back
analogue VHS and 8-mm cassettes.

Flgure 1. JVC recently
introduced an ex-
treme/y advanced dig-
ital camcorder with a
built-/n DVideo drive
unlt.

DVideo
rnakes use
of two cas-
serte for-
mats, one
for station-
ary applications (size 125 X 78 X
14.6 mm), and one for use in cam-
corders [size 66 X 48 x 12.2 mm). The
standard cassette has a maximum play
time of 4.5 hours. The mini cassette is
available in versions that allow 30 or
60 minutes of digital video to be
recorded. The mini cassette is three
and a half times smaller than a VHS-C

cassette, and less than
half the size of an 8-mm
cassette. The big advan-
tage of the new cassette
concept is that mini cas-
settes, too, may be used
direcUy in the home
deck. A special adapter
as used with the current
VHS system is not re-
quired.

There is yet another
novelty in the video sys-
tem. In addition to the
regular video cassette,
there is also aversion
featuring aseparate cas-
sette memory. The use-
fuJ 'index' function cou-
pled to this memory al-
lows certain fragments
to be found faster and
simpler. As soon as a cas-
sette with memory is in-
serted into the cam-
corder, the relevant
index appears in the
viewer. With a home-
deck, the same informa-

Figure 2. A D-VHS
recorder only records
digital datastreams.
The recorder Is eas//y
Integrated into exist-
Ing digital video sys-
tems.

video camera
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supply hub flat belt drive

10' :'y'"\~-,/A 1bett-drive I ' ,

pulley /: J
....- _/ --" light

rubber-covered t---- sensing
drive roller

drive motor direction of forward tape motion

o
belt guide
roller (2)

" ,, ,, ,
readlwrite ~----_..!
head

Figure 3. Magnet/e record/ng using
the hellca/-scan pr/nelple requlres a
re/atively complex drive unlt. Phlllps
are currently researeh/ng the possl-
blllties 01app/ylng O/C tapes as used
In computer tape backup systems.

tion appears on the TV screen.
The tape Inside the digital cassette

has a width of 6.35 mm, and consists
of two magnetic layers deposited on
the tape by evaporation. This con-
struction ensures the best possible pic-
ture registration. A special diamond-
like carbon protection then ensures
high durabillty of the magnetie tape.

DIFFERENT FORMATS
Apart of the DVideo standard is a de-
finition of the SD (Standard Definition)
as weil as the HD (High Definition)
format. The SD formet has been de-
signed far recording NTse as well as
PAL transmissions. The improvement
with respect to analogue recordings is
remarkable with camcorders and
large-screen displays. The video im-
ages are much more lifelike and a lot
clearer with large-screen projection.
This improvement is due to the fact
that Digital Video stores images at a
resolution of 500 pieture lines. For
comparison: up to 250 lines are dis-
played with VHS and 8-mm record-
ings, 405 lines with S-VHS, or 420 lines
with Hi8.
The HO format offered by DVideo

is intended for the recording of High
Definition broadcasts. This format is
marked by a horizontal resolu tion of
600 lines, and offers a doubling of the
currently used number of picture lines
(1,250). Disregarding these resolution
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_---+_ tape path
(oxide out)

Ao
fixed tape
guides (2)
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differences, the HD format is identical
to the SD formet.

D·VHS, A LOGICAL
STEP FORWARD
JVC, the inventors of the VHS system,
have come up with a digital version,
D-VHS, wh ich is to co-exist with S-
VHS, the enhanced version of ana-
logue VHS. Meanwhile, other manu-
factu.rers i.nc1ud.ing Hitachi, Thomson,
Matsush.ita and Philips are also busy

developing the D-VHS system and
making contributions to the technol-
ogy. Because practically all video
recorder rnanufecturers have shown
an interest in this extension of the VHS
standard, there is a reasonable chance
that D-VHS will be with us in the not
too distant future.
The main advantage of D·VHS is

that you may continue to use ex.isting
VHS tapes. giving the digital video
recorder plenty of time to supersede
the analogue tapes in a gradual take-
over process ave reck.on this will take
at least 15 to 20 years). A D-VHS
recorder has no problems playing ex-
isting VHS and S-VHS recordings. The
price of the digital extension will be
around f250. JVC describe D-VHS as
'bit stream data recording'. No com-
pression or expanding of the recorded
signal is used. 111e main aim of D-VHS
is the ability to record digital video sig-
nals on a magnetic tape. In playback
mode. the very same data stream is
supplied as the one ongtnally
recorded. It is, therefore, not possible
to record and play back existing, ana-
logue. TV broadcasts without the help
of an external ND and DIA converter.
As regards its internal construction,

the D·VHS recorder is largely similar
to present-day analogue VCRs. The
same tapc path is used in the drive,
and the heads that used to record ana-

Figure 4. Experimental
set-up In the Phillps
Physies Lab In Elnd-
hoven, the Nether-
lands. A regular O/C Is
used for linear record-
Ing 01digital video
signals.
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logue information only are now used
to transfer analogue as weil as digital
information to and from a magnetic
tape. The drum rotates at the norma1
PAlJSECAM speed of 1,500 rpm (1,800
for NTSC), obviating the need to
change the speed for analogue record-
ing. Metal tape has also been avoided,
S-VHStape is used in a conventiona1
cassette, but with an additional identi-
fication hole to switch the recorder to
digital mode.
Three recording modes are pro-

posed: Standard, High Definition and
Long play. The first has a maximurrt
Input da ta rate of 14.1Mbit/s and a
recording rate of 19.1 Mbit/s. The dif-
ference is necessary to able to incor-
porate error correction, which takes
the form of the much-used Reed-
Solomon code. The modulation system
employs the Serial Interface Non Re-
turn To Zero Information used in a
number of digital systems, such as CD.
This system cuts interference by not
supplying a signal when it reads a
zero. The recording time is 5 hours
with a capacity of 31.7-GBytes, or
7 hours and 44.7 GBytes with thin
tape. Although the detailed specifica-
tions for the HD and LP modes have
yet to be decided, the input data rate
for the former has been set at a maxi-
mum of 28.2 Mbit/s. Tracking Is
achieved with the aid of aseparate
track. The first D-VHS recorders are
expected to appear on the rnarket Iater
this year. Because the recorder has no
in-built provision tc convert analogue
video signals to digital datastreams
and the other way around, the first D-
VHS recorders will
probably appear in
markets where digital
television is already
widely available. The
U.5.A. represent such a
market. D-VHS also
looks promising for
storing huge computer
files.

is essential to create sufficient band-
width for the recording of analogue
video Information. Furthermore. the
video signal is recorded in such a way
that each track contains exactly one.
complete. TV field scan. In a linear
video registration system (i.e., a system
without a rotaring head), all informa-
tion is transferred to tracks which run
in parallel with the tape. Examples of
such linear-track systems are the good
old audio tape deck and the cassette
recorder. The DCC (digital compact
cassette) Is an advanced version of the
linear recorder which reads and writes
a Ia.rgenumber of parallel tracks with
the aid of a head produced in thick.-
film technology. Becauseonly the tape
moves, a linear drive unit has a much
simpler construction than a drive unit
based on hellcal scanrüng.
So far, QICs are only used as

backup devices, i.e, for the storage of

= • ~

D

Figure 5. The firsl
DVideo systems are
beglnning 10 appear
on Ihe European A/V
consumer marlrel. The
pholograph shows a
Sony producl.

A DIFFERENT
APPROACH
Whereas both DVideo a.ndD-VHSare
based on firmly established technical
solutions like a drive unit with rotat-
ing heads, a quite different approach
is used by researchers at the Philips
Physics Laboratory. Based on the
widely used Quarter Inch Cartridge
(QIC), a new type of data recorder is
being developed which has a station-
ary head, offering a data throughput
of up to 16 MBit/s. QIC tapes are fa-
miliar to computer users because they
are used in tape streamers.
With analogue video recorders, the

helical scan principle is used to record
data on to a magnetic tape. This tech-
nique allows a high head-to-tape
speed to be achieved. This high speed
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computer data. The
drive and the associ-
ated cartridge are inex-
pensive, compact and

stable. QIC tapes usually offer suffi-
cient capadry to enable the contents of
a pe hard disk to be archived. Com-
pa red with advanced archiving sys-
tems such as DAT and 8-mm Bxabyte,
QIC has a limited storage capacity of
about 400 Mbyte. Recently, enhanced
versions of this cartridge have ap-
peared on the market, offering a ca-
pacity of 850 MByte. The track distance
on these tapes being 150 um, a 0.25-
inch tape allows 42 tracks to be
recorded. The data recording density
is 1.6 bit/um, and the tapc speed is 1.5
to 2 m/s.
The combination of these features

finally resuJts in a maximum data
transfer speed of 2Mbit/s. Because this
rate corresponds to the capacity of a
data channel for MPEG I video or
audio, it ls possible to use QIC tapes to
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record video with a limited pietute
quality (comparable to VHS). Techno-
logically, it is realistic to expect huther
miniaturization - eventually, four
tracks will fit in the 150 tim which is
now used by one data track. This will
quadrupie the storage capacity from
850 MByte to 3 Gbyte.
With digital video, the throughput

rate in the data channel is just as im-
portant as the storage capacity. Cur-
rent research is aimed at a recording
density of 0.3 pm per one bit. At a tape
speed of 2 m1s that yields a maximum
data speed of 6 Mbit/s. Unfortunately,
that just happens to be the absolute
minimurrt for high-quality video sys-
tems. However; if a multiple read/write
head is used with etght parallel tracks,
a capacity of 16Mbit/s is achieved,
which is more than enough for high
video quality. Real HDTV becornes
possible only at 20 Mbit/s and up. In

theory, HDTV recording would be
possible using multiple heads with
more than 8 tracks, or an enhanced
tape which requires less than 0.3 11m
for one bit.
Towards the end of the tape, the

tape speed has to be switched quickly,
and the head position changed, so that
a new group of tracks may be trans-
ferred to the tape, alongside the tracks
already recorded. Toguarantee an un-
interrupted supply of TV images, a
buffer is used to compensate the time
needed for the switching operation.
Linear registration has yet another

important advantage: by adapting the
tape speed, the digital bandwidth may
be reduced or increased for 'simple'
and 'complex' images respectively Pur-
thermore, the search time is VeIY short
indeed. Rewinding a tape completely
takes only 45 seconds. Because the
head remains in contact with the tape,
the recorded material may be viewed
all the time. (%0017)
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Wireless for the
Warrior - Vol. 1
ßy Louis Meulstee
ISBN 189 8805 08 3
Price f 27'50 (UK)
Softback, 360 pages A4

Per those who, like this re=
viewer; have spent part of their
lives in the development of rnili-
tary communicaticns equip-
ment, this book is like opening a
photograph alburn. Nostalgie?
Yes, but above al! pride in
remembering the fine communi-
cation equiprnent the Brltish
Army has älways had.
This volume 15the first in a

prcjected series of books, subti-
tled A Tedlllical History of Radio
Conununication Equiplllcllf in fhe
British AnllY, which it is planned
will eventually cover transmit-
ters end receivers from the First
World War up to the 'Larkspur"
system.

This flrst volume is devoted
to Wireless Sets No. 1 to No. 88,
and conteins over 150 pho-
rographs, 3ZO drawings, and 130
tables. His based on more than
fifteen years research in a num-
p~r of oftki~l end private
archives in the United Kingdom
and elsewhere. -

An explanation of the vari-
ous Type Nomenclature systema
used for army rädiö equfpmenr
from WWl to the present day is
foUow~c;i by dessriptions of the
sets thetnselves. The aim in each
case has been to describe the
hlstory, teehnical details, and the
aerials and accessories used with
each set, together w'ith spares
sehedules.

SeveraJ versions and adapta-
tions of the sets produced in
Austra1ia ang e.;mac;i<;la~t;' al~9
desrnbed.

The descriptions of the sets
ar~ fQllow~d- by aseries of
Appenc;iices: Glossgrry of Terms;
Conde:nsed Dätä öf Bquipment;
Acc~ssories List; Army Valves
Designations ami Equivalentsj
Taöle Qf Frequency Coverage.

fn his forewörd to th.e-öook
Dr r.j. Thwajtes, Deputy Direc-
tor of the Royal SignalsMuseum
at Blandford, [:)orset, has wel-
comed i1' as forming a valuaele
referenQe soun~e for aU those
interested in historical military
radios_ Response horn readers,
many of whom plaeed orders in
advance of publication, has been
very favourable.

Wireless for tTle Warrior,
Val. 1, is published by Ge
Amolcl Partn~rs, whe also pub-
lish Radio Bygones and Motsum
Magnificat magazines, as weil as
~ number of other books for vin-
tage radio and telegraphy

enthusiasts.

C C Arnold Partners ~
9 Wetherby Oose
Broadstone, Derset
England BH18 8JB
Phone/fax 01202 658474

l ntr oduction to
Electr on ic Deviees
By Michael Shur
ISBN 0 471 103489
Pr ice ! 18·95 (hardbac~ I
Jobn Wiley & Sons LId ~

This is a textbook for electrleal
engineering studertts taking
their first course. For many stu-
dents. such e course may be the
only one they will take on elec-
tronic devices, for cthers, it may
become a gateway to an exciting
career in this important engi-
neering field.
In either case, the course

must form a solid foundation fcr
understanding the basics of elec-
trank device technology A tech-
nician may treat an 'electroruc
device simply a? a bleck box with
characteristics des-cribed in man=
ufaeturers' datä sheets, out an
electrical engineer cannot. She or
he must understand how these
deviees werk becäuse the pre-
sent dominance of solid-state
devices will sureiy pale com-
pared with what is expected to
come in the near future.

This book does more than
just underpin such a eourse and
is, therefore, an invaluable aid to
understanding electronic
devices.

TIl. Loudspeaker
Design Cookbook
B:y Vance DickasOD
ISBN 1 882580 10 9
Pdce $US 34.95
AudiQ Amateur Pre~s

1'11e fifth edition of this suceeS5-
ful book comes almost tWt'nty
years after the first. Between the
two, many changes and modifi-
eations, reflec;:ting th~th~n~1,l!"
rent engineering trends in loud-
speakeT design, wer€ intrQ=
duced_ 1he fifth ~c;ilgop is no
ext:eption afld is marked by the
current trend towards horne
theatre and- mOrE~ advaneed,
seriou5 @r audio. These two
fields have become so important
t-o loudspeaker design, and have
so ma.ny spedfiG applk:ation
details, th.at each deserves a
chapter.
Tbe book is available from Old
Colony SOWld Lab, PO Box 243,
P~terborol)gh, New l=l~pshir~
03458-024:3 USA.
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Battery Reference Tosbib a. Medium PLC
Book - 2nd Edition Pr imer
!ly T R Crompton By Ed Dropka
ISBN 0 7506 2567 8 IS!lN 0 7506 9694 X
Price .t 50-00 Price .t 27-50
Softback, 782 pages ,,1 Soft back, U6 pages, d
Butterwcrth Heineman~ with demonstration diSk.,,'

Butterwortb Heinemann
When the first edition of this
book appeared, the review in
this magazine (june 1990) said
that it should prove to be a god-
send to countlese designers. In
the intervening years, the bat,
tery world has become even
more ccmplex and rnanufacture
of batteries worldwide has
increased six-fold, so that this
secend edltion should prove
even more valuable thärt the
first. Trug reviewer and his col-
leagues have had many ocea-
sions when they were very
thankful to have a copy of the
Battery Reference Bock.

The boök will f10 doubt be
welcomed by destgners of aU
types of equipment using batter-
ies, arid should also prove useful
for research organizations in the
private and public sector..

Bo o ks frQm Bernard,!
Ba ba n i l'\
The Internet find World vvide
Web cxplained
By J. Shelley fS·95

l!Vindows 95 one step tit a time
By N. Käntaris &
P.RM. Oliver 1:4·95

Tue Novice Radio I}mateu1"s
Exa/llinaHol1 Handbook
l3y l. Poole f4·95

Electrol1ic Hobbijists Dota Böök
Sy RA Penfold f 5·95

TI,t1l1sist6r Datil TabieS
By H~'l.I1s"eünther5teidle

<:5'95

MS-Offier.: Olle Mt;p at a timr.:
By N. Kantaris &
P.RM. Oliver f595

Elecrronic Proje~t Buildillg for
BeginlleJ's
ByRA. Penfold f4'95

AeteS5 orze step at a time
ByN. Kantaris &
P.R.lv!. Oliver f 4·95

Easy pe 11lterfacillg
Sy RA. Penfold € 495

Bernard Babani (publish.
ing) Ltd, The Grampians,
Shepherds Bush Ra.d,
Lond"n W6 7NF, England

This book provides an introduc-
tion te programming with the
~X-PDD250 softwere common
to 'Ibshiba Medium I'LCS end is
designed for electrtcians, engi,
neers, students, and lechnicians,
who are not very familiar with
programmable logic controllers
(PLCS) and relay lad der logic
(RLL). lf you are just starfing to
use Toshiba Medium PlCS, or are
planning tc use them, this book
wiJI help you to ger acquainted
with the specifics of the software
in a quick; straightforward, step-
by-step way. The book may also
be used as a general introduc-
tion to Rll and PlC program-
ming for any brand of PlC.

The demonstration disk
included with the book allows
you to become farniliar with
basic techniques before you
have to werk on the real thing.
The Qrc;l)it~ in the book can be
ccpied directly to your program,
and modified to suit. -

Books in he Maplin
Se r ie s
ßutterwor-th Hetnemann=

Auto Electronics Projects
ISBN 0 7506 2296 2
Price! 9·99
Thls book helps the reader to
und erstand Qar electrics and il:5
workings. At the same time, it is
a colleetion of prQj~i1> provi,<,ting
an array of elegant ang afford-
able (irwits tram a digital
taQlQmett;'f to <;ldigital d~vit;e to
calculate tuel cons1,lmption, and
same basi~ alarm änd audio
designs.

Moreover, all components and
devieeS deseribed in ttili öook are
readily available frorn Maplin
high street stores, er throug~
their mall-ordei service.

~Butterworth Heinemann books
0lli. be ordered from:
Customer Services Department
HeW~m<ill!l p1.lblishers Qxford
PO Box 382
Halley Court, Jordan HjJ1
Oxfo,d OJQ BRU
Phone -T44 (0)1865 314301
Fax: ,*,44 (0)18653M:029
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A simple switching clock
which keeps one light on

in the evening
hours when you

are not at home is
no Ionger taken

seriously as a bur-
glar deterrent. The
circuit described

here tackles the job
of fooling the burglar
in a much more soph-
isticated way by adding
a human touch. While
traditional clocks switch
lamps on and off at fixed,
preprogrammed times,

the circuit presented here
does so at random inter-
vals, providing a realistic

suggestion of people
being at home.

lt is an unfortunate and well-known
fact that burglars prefer to break into
premises when they have reason to as-
sume that nobody is horne. Ta bur-
glare. the absence of Iighting or any
other sign of life dunng the evening
hours provides reasonable assurance
that they can go about with their ne-
farious activities for a while. So, ustng
a time-controlled dock which switches
on at least one light in the horne is not
bad for astart to seare off the occa-
sional burgIar and petty thief who will
find the risk too great, and look for
easier targets.
The matter becomes less simple if

the interest of the burglar in question

Design by K Walraven
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is more spedfic. The more experienced
members of the burglars fratemity are
by no means idiots, and will SOOIl dis-
cover the regularity of the on/off
switching instants. After some obser-
vatlon. their conclusion will be that a
switdting dock is being used, particu-
larly, when there is no sign of life in or
areund the home. To keep this ad-
vanced dass of thieves out of your
home, you need to go one step further
as regards effective dererring measures.
The dock described here offers

such ingenious operation that even
careful observers will be foaled into
believmg that sorneone is horne. The
operation of the control we have in
mind is partly the same as that of a
regular switching dock: the circuit is
activated when it gets dark, and
switches on a lamp. After a predefined
number of hours, a timer arranges for
the control to be switched off again. So
far, nothing speciaL But here comes
the dever bit: the larnp is not left on all
the time during the predefined penod,
but is switched on and off at quasi-ran-
dom intervals.
When used with the light(s) in the

reception hall, corridor or staircase, the
circuit gives a very convincing im-

pression of people walking about in
the horne. In practice, thls will have a
considerable deterring effect against
burglars. Moreover, because the circuit
is relatively simple and irrexpensive to
build yourself, this ingenious piece of
electronics is highly recommended to
all of you who are 'out' a lot during
evening hours.

THE SECRET?
Two OSCILLATORS
The above description of the basic fea-
tures of the burglar deterrent lighting
could give the impression that a mas-
sive amount of electronic components
is required to build the circuit. Not so,
fortunately. The block diagrarn of the
deterrent is shown in Figure 1. The ac-
tual circuit diagram being hardly more
complex, there shou1d be no cause for
concern about the size and complexity
of the circuit.
Let's have a doser look at Hgure 1.

Where is the ingenious bit? It will be
clear that a block rnarked "timer", as
well as the trlac control for the lamp.
would also feature in an 'ordinarv'
switched clcck. The novel aspeet of the
present circult is the use of two oscil-
lators which work together in perfect
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harmony, and so form the previously
mentioned 'quasi-random timer".
Actually, the operation of the circuir

is quite simple. As indicated in the
block diagram. there is a marked dif-
ferenee between the outpur signals
supplied by the two oscillators. The
upper oscillator has aperiod of about
1.75, while the lower one toggles onee
every five minutes. The upper osdlle-
tor is starred by a comparator which
measures the ambient light intensity
with the aid of an LDR (Iight-depen-

dent resistor). As soon as it gets
dark, the oscillator starts to
supply its output pulses.
The timer is then also
started ~ it ensu.res that the
osciUator is stopped again
after a certain number of hours.
In other words, the timer deter-

mines the daily period during
which the burglar deterrent lighting is
active. The length of the period (dur-
ing the hours of darkness) 15adjuatable
between one and seven hours.
The period of 5 minutes supplied

by the lower oscillator determines the
rate at which the lamp
is switched on and off
during the evening
hours. That does not
mean, however, that
the lamp Is being
switched on and off at
fixed intervals of five
rninutesl The random-
ness is provided by,
among others, a D-type
bistable (Hip-flop)
marked 'FF' in the dia-
gram. The signal sup-

plied by the lower oscillator acts as a
dock far this bistable, while the outpul
of the 'fast' oscillator supplies the data
signal. As you may know, a D-bistable
is a special kind of change-over switch
which is opera ted by its dock stgnal.
Each time the dock signal changes
from 'low' to 'high', the level at the
data input is copied to the output.
However; because that level changes
pretty rapidly in this application, it is
never certain whether the data input
is 'high' or "low' when r----------..,
the five-minute period of
the lower oscil.lator has
elapsed. The result is
that there are two possi-
bilities after each period
of five minutes: either
the lamp is switched on,
or it is switched off. Or,
rather; four possibilities,
because it is also possible
for the lamp to remain
on er remain off during
the next five minutes.
The resulting operation is best de-

scribed as fairly randorn: for exarnple.
the lamp may first be
on for five minutes,
then remain off for
10 minutes, rernain on
far ten minutes, remain
off for fifteen minutes,
remain on for five min-
utes, etc. On average,
the lamp will be on
about half the evening.
That may seem rather
long for lighting in a
corridor or a reception
hall, bu t it is better to

Figure 2, This com-
plete circuit diagram
01 the burglar deter-
rant allows the blocks
In figura 1 to be rec-
ognlzed wlth ease.
The total actlve time
ofthe circult is set
with three Jumpers,
The light sensltivlty 15
adJusted once wlth P1.
Themalns voltage and
the lamp are con-
nected to terminal
block K1.
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Figura 1. Block dla-
gram 01 the burglar
dete"ent Iighting. A
quas/-random state
generator 15used to
switch a lamp on and
off durlng the evenlng
hours. The random-
ness i5 achleved by
comblnlng two oscll/a-
tor«

ic
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exaggerate a little in
this application. Re-
member; choosing a
more realistic rate of
about five minutes
per hour would in-
crease the likelihood
of the deterrent light-

ing not being noticed at aU by a po-
tential burglar, who would have no
scruples about breaking into your
home.

C'I'RH

3x lN4.148

IC2 ~ 4013

i a

13 ICl Ie2 IC3

PRACTICAL REALISATION
The schematic in Figure 2 shows you
how the block dia gram is expanded
into an actual electronic circuit dia-
gram. Even at first glance there is a
striking similarity with the block dia-
gram. The only marked difference is
that the fast oscillator and the hours
timer are combined in TC3, an inte-
grated 14-stage binary eounter/oscilla-
tor type 4060. The other blocks from

T<CL'-'-'-M+o- :~:~

'-6)
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COlDparing ....
Like many other circuits, the burglar deterrent
Iighting requires the use of a comparator. In
most cases, a comparator is actually an
opamp with no feedback. In the circuit dis-
cussed in this article, opamp IC1a acts as a
comparator. When the voltage at the positive
input of the opamp exceeds that at the nega-
tive input, the output swings high to a level
just below the supply voltage. When the other
situation exists, the output voltage is effec-
tively at the negative supply voltage, or at
ground level. This happens because any volt-
age difference between the inputs is ampli-
fied by an extremely high factor (approx.
30,000 times).

A major advantage of a comparator is that
it allows very accurate voltage monitoring to
be realized. Simply by applying a (fixed) refer-
ence voltage to one input, and the voltage to
be monitored, to the other, the comparator
will respond briskly when the voltage to be

watched shows
up any devia-
tion from the
reference. In
our circuit, the
reference volt-
age is supplied
. by potential di-
vider R3-P1.
The voltage to
be monitored
also originates
from a potential
divider: R17-
R1. The latter
voltage is light-
dependent, be-

cause the effective resistance of the LDR is a
function of the measured light intensity. Con-
sequently, the output of IC 1a will toggle when
the resistance of R1 (i.e., the ambient light in-
tensity), exceeds or drops below the
threshold set with preset P1.

---
960022 - 13

figure 1 are easy to recognize in their
practical version. Circuit lC1a acts as a
comparator, whiIe the slow osciIIator is
built around lClb. The bistable is
formed by lC2a.
Although the operation of the cir-

cuit should not have secrets by now,
the circuit diagram will be explored in
the usual way. Light-dependent resis-
tor (LOR) R1 acts as the light sensor.
Together with components R3, PI and
R17, it forms an adjustable bridge
whose balance determines the output
level of comparator lC1a. Ouring day-
light hours, the resistance of R1 will be
relatively low. Consequently, the out-
put of lC1a is logic high, so that lC3
and lC2a remain reset.When it gets
dark, the resistance formed by the
LOR rises, causing the comparator to
toggle when the threshold set with
preset PI is exceeded. The reset con-
dition is then ended, and the oscillator
contained in lC3 is allowed to start
warking. The length of the period dur-
ing which the oscillator operates de-
pends on the wire link(s) fitted on the
board. The wire links allow the Q11,

/156

Q12 ancl/or Q13 out-
puts of IC3 to pull
pin 11 of the same lC
logic high, thereby dis-
abling the oscillator.
The periods set by the
wire links are as fol-
lows:
link 1:
link 2:
link 3:

one hour
two hours
four hours

Figure 3. The printed
circuit board 'or this
project is compact,
and easily built up.
Mind the po/arity 0'
the diodes and the
electro/ytic capaci-
tors! (board avai/ab/e
ready-made, see Read-
ers Services page)

Combinations of these
are also possible: for
example, fitting both
link 1 and link 2 yields
aperiod of three hours.
As you can see, any
number of hours be-
tween one and seven
may be set.
The oscillator signal of IC3 is

tapped from pin 10 and fed to the data
input (pin 5) of bistable lC2a. Note that
lC2, a 4013, actually contains two of
these bistables. However, because the
second one, lC2b, is not required here,
its inputs, Set, Oata and Clock, are per-
manently tied to ground. The dock
input of lC2a, pin 3, is driven by the
output signal of the 5-minutes oscilla-
tor; This is built in the simplest possi-
ble way from an opamp, lClb, and a
couple of passive parts. Of these, Cl
and R6 determine the frequency. Re-
sistor R4 and R7 ensure that the posi-
tive input of the opamp is neatly bi-
ased at half the supply voltage.
When, after about five minutes, the

low-to-high level transition at the out-
put of lClb coincides with a high level
at pin 10 of lC3, the Q output of
bistable lC2a copies this high level.
Transistor Tl then starts to conduct,
causing triac Tri1 to be triggered. The
triac in turn switches on the lamp
(max. 220 watts). Should the low-to-
high level transition at the output of
IC1b coincide with a low level at
pin 10 of IC3, the Q output of IC2a
goes low or remains low, so that the
lamp goes out, or remains out. So, a
kind of lottery is held every five min-
utes, with fifty-fifty chances for the
lamp.
That really completes our discus-

sion of the operation of the circuit. A
few details must be added, though.
With a circuit such as the one dis-

R16
960022-1

~....:.R",15,.,.., __ ,...........Rl""4...._

00 .!J

COMPONENT LIST

Resistors:
R1 = LOR (small model)
R2 ee 47kQ
R3,R10,R17 = 22kQ
R4,R5,R7,R11 = 4kQ7
R6 = 10MQ
R8 = 820kQ
R9 = 4MQ7
R12,R16 = 1kQ
R13 = 10kQ
R14,R15 = 470kQ
P1 = 22kQ (25KQ) preset

Capacitors:
C1 = 221lF 16V radial
C2 = 11lF MKT
C3 = 220nF 250 VAC (X2-class)
C4 = 220J.lF 10V radial

Semiconductors:
01 = 1N4002
02-05 = 1N4148
06 = zener diode 5.6 V/400 mW
T1 = BC547B
Tri1 = TIC216M
IC1 = TLC272
IC2 = 4013
IC3 = 4060

Miscellaneous:
K1 = 3-way PCB terminal block,
pitch 7.5 mm

J1 = 3-way pin header with 1, 2 or 3
jumpers (wire links)
Plug-in PSU case
Printed circuit board, order code
960022-1
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cussed here it is practically impossible
to avoid the presence of the extremely
dangerous mains voltage. It's an un-
fortunate fact which you can do very
little about. The mains voltage is used
here for two purposes: firstly, and ob-
viously, to power the lamp, and sec-
ondly, to power the control circuit. The
latter function is realized in the sim-
plest possible way, by deriving the cir-
cuit supply volta ge directly frorn the
mains. That is achieved with the aid of
a zener diode (06) end an alternating
current resistance, capacitor C3. Resis-
tors R14 and R15 ensure that C3 is dis-
charged reasonably quickly when the
circuit is disconnected frorn the mains.
That is necessary to eliminate the risk
of an electrica1 shock when you touch
the plug pins.

CONSTRUCTION AND
TESTING
That brings us to the practical aspects
of the burglar deterrent lighting, in
other words, to the construction. The
printed circuit board is shown in Fig-
ure 3. This board is available ready-
made through our Readers Services.
Before you start fitting components, it
is essential to realize that the entire cir-
cuit is connected to the mains voltage,
and that the construction deserves
more than average care to ensure the
necessary degree of safety. So, be sure
to solder as neatly as you can, and do
your utmost to prevent short-circuits.
The board is populated in the fa-

miliar order: first, the (isolated) wire
links, then the resistors, followed by
the lC sockets, the cepacttors and, fi-
nally, the tallest parts, i.e., terminal
block Kl , triac Tril and capacitor C3.
The latter must be a high-voltage rated
type (250 VAC), and, preferably, an
extra-safe X2 version.
It is recommended not to cut the

wires of the LOR, Rl, until the best po-
sition for this device has been es tab-
lished.
00 not insert the ICs in their sock-

ets yet, and first give the populated
board a thorough visual inspection. Al-
though the circuit may be expected to
work spot-on, same prudence and an
extra check are in order here. 00 not
cannect the circuit to the mains yet.
Solder two wires to the terminals of

capacitor C4, and clip on the probe
wires of a multimeter set to the 'DC
Volts' range. Temporarily connect a
properly isolated mains cable to the
outer contacts of terminal block Klo
Keep your fingers away frorn the cir-
cuit, and briefly insert the mains plug
into the mains socket. The meter
shouJd indicate epprccmately 5 V PuJl
the plug out of the socket. Wait a few
seconds, then Insert the ICs into the re-
spective sockers.
For the sake of security, the re-

maining checks and test are best car-
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Figure 4, Showing the
locations 0' the IIarl-
ous test points in the
clrcuit, and how the
board should be
wired.

ried out with the aid of
an auxiliary supply
This may be a bench-
top power supply set to
5 V, or three series con-
nected AA batteries, If
the batteries are fresh. you will get suf-
ficiently dose to 5 V. The auxiliary sup-
ply is connected across C4 (mind the
polarity: + to +, and - to -). Switch
on, and you rnay check the voltages
indicated in the circuit diagram with-
out the presence of the dangerous
mains voltage.
The drawing in Figure 4 tells you

where to find the various test points in
the circuit. The negative terminal of
electrolytic capacitor C4 may be used
as the ground reference fcr these mea-
surements. Make sure at least one
jumper is fitted in position J1. If not,
JC3 will remain reset forever.
lnitially, the adjustment of preset Pl

is fairly uncritical. GeneraUy, it ls suffi-
cient to adjust it until pin I of lCla is
logic high when the LOR 'sees' light.
The oscillator in IC3 has aperiod of

about 1.7 second. These level changes
rnay be measured at pins 9 or 10. The
oscillator will only operate if the LOR
has detected a sufficiently high light
intensity (even briefly) for IC3 to be
reset, after which the light may disap-
pear.
The oscillator built around IClb has

a period of approximately 5 nunutes,
which may be verified by measuring
at pin 7.

FINISHING: THE CASE
The auxiliary supply may be discon-
nected and put away if the vol tage
tests give satisfactory results. The cir-
cuit then works properly, and my be
fitted into a suitable case. When se-
lecting an cnclosurc, avoid false econ-
omy because ruggedness and electri-
cal safety are para mount in this case.

6/96

H is recommended ro
use a so-called plug-in
PSU box, e.g. Maplin
type BN57M, and
mount a mains socket
in the cover, Jf that is

not possible, use a short extension
cable and aseparate mains socket. The
wiring should follow the indications
given in Figure 4, which shows how to
connect the plug, the socket and the
terminal block on the board. 00 not
forget to connect the earth wire be-
tween the plug and the socket!
The LOR is mounted such that it

can 'peep' outside through a small
hole in the case cover. For security's
sake, that hole should be covered with
a piece of opaque self-adhesive tape.
Also, be sure to mount the LOR in a
position where it can not detect the
light from the lamp.
Assuming that the right jumper(s)

is (have) been fitted in position [L, and
the sensitivity has been adjusted in the
relevant loeation with the aid of P'l,
the circuit should really do exactly
what is expected to do,
Fina.lly, attach the suggested elec-

trical security label to the case. The
power of the lamp connected to the
circuit should not exceed 220 watts.

ELEKTOR [QJ240V~ 150HZ

No. 960022

P = max . 220W

Although it was mentioned earlier
on in the article, we once more stress
that the circuit may need to be started
after it is plugged in for the first time.
Some light has to be detected by the
LDR to enable IC3 to be reset. The nex.t
dark-to-light transition then forms the
actual start stgnal! (9600'.2)
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MAINS VOLTAGE MONITOR
(May 1996)

Dear Editor- The above article
has a preliminary comment: "In
most of the United Kingdom, we
are assured of a stable 240 V
mains supply vOltage." This state-
ment is correct in fact but wrang
in law.

In response to the Cenelec har-
monization document HO 4772
S1:1988, the mains supply volt-
age in the United Kingdom has
officially been lowered to 230 V.
Similar other EU countries will
have to raise their official mains
supply voltage from 220 to 230 V.
(Most have done so-Editor) In the
United Kingdom, the change was
made in The Electricity Supply
(Amendment) (No. 2) Reguations
1994 [SI 1994 No. 30211 which
cam into eftect on 1st January
1995.

In fact, the lowering of the
electrici1y supply voltaqe has been
performed by manipulation of the
allowable variation of the supply
voltage. Previously (1988 Regula-
tions), the mains supply was
required to be within six per cent
of the nominal voltaqe. Under the
present regulations the permitted
variation is plus ten per cent or
minus six per cent. A few minutes
with the calculator you are giving
to new subscribers will show that
230 volts plus ten per cent is
(nearly) the same as 240 volts
plus six per cent.

The net result is that the elec-
tri city supply organizations can
legally lower the supply voltaqe to
a greater extent than before. In
practice, as the customer pays for
power consumed, lowering the
voltage would reduce income and
is unlikely. For this reason, the
nominal 230 V mains supply will
be about 240 V for years to come!
Guy Selby-Lowndes
Billingshurst, West Sussex

Thankyou tor c/aritying Ihe posi-
tion, which will, no tioubt, pul
many readers' mind at ease.

{Editor]

FROM OPTICAL TO COAX
AND VICE VERSA

Dear Editor-The 'Copybit Elimi-
nator Revisited' in your Septem-
ber 1995 issue is based on the
conversion of electrical signals
only. Some equipment has only an
optical input or output. I therefore

wonder whether it is possible to
convert digital signals on a coax
line to signals on an opticalline to
enable, for instance, the copying
of a digital signal at the coax out-
put of one umt to the optical input
01 another unit. I have enquired in
various shops, but nobody could
enlighten me. Can you?
N. Maaswinkel, Belgium.

Your question is answered by
'Splitter tor S/POIFcoax/optical
output' in our July/AuguSt 1995
issue. {Editor]

MAKING GOOO PCRS CHEAPLY
Dear Editor-After experimenting
with a number 01 methods lor
making PCBS, I have succeeded in
developing a procedure that, as lar
as I know, has not been used
before. The underlying idea was to
produce a board in fewer steps
than is usually the case.

Using a board layout pragram,
I design a layout, or use a layout
from your magazine. This is print-
ed on a laser printer with a reso-
lution of not less than 300 dpi on
a sheet of satinpaper. (It should
also be possible to do this on a
standard copying machine, but I
have not tried this).

The master board is thorough-
Iy cleaned and sand-papered with
a 400 grain (medium line) paper.
Next, the copper side of it is uni-
lormly heated wrth a blowlamp to
about 200°C. When this temper-
ature has been reached, the toner
side of the printed sheet is laid on
the heated board and pressed
down firmly with a roller. This fixes
the toner on to the copper.

Then, keep the board under run-
ning tepid water, so that the paper
is wetted uniformly. After about 2
minutes, the paper can be removed
(carefully!) fram the board.

If tiny bits of toner remain on
the paper, the corresponding parts
on the board can be patched with
an etching pen (such as an Edding
3000). When you have tried this
method a couple 01 times, you will
find that there is less and less
patching to be done.

The board is then ready for
etching.

Using this method, I have been
able to create tracks of 0.35 mm
between the pads for two IC pins.
C. Ales, The Netherlands

We have never heard ot this
method either, so we are
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CONSTRUCTION GUIDELINES

Elektor Elcctronics (Publishing) does not provide parts and components other
than PCBS.fomt pane! foils and softwate on diskette er Je (not necessarily for
all projects). Components are usually available form a number of retailers -
see the adverts in the magazine.

Large and small values of compcncnts are indicated by means of one of the
following prefixes :

E (exa) = 1018
P (peta) = 1015
T (tera) == 1012
G (giga) = 109

M (mega) = 106
k (kilo) = 103

h (hecto) = 102
da (deca) = 101

a (auo) = 10--18
f (femto) = 10-15
p (ptco) = 10-12
n (nano) = 10-9
j), (mtcro) = 10-6
m (milli) = 10-3
c (cemi) = 10-2
d (deci) = 10-1

In scme circuit diagrams, to avcid confusion. but contrary to rec und BSrecom-
mandar ions, the value of components is given by substiluting the relevant pre-
fix for the decimal point. For example,

3k9 = 3.9 kn. 4!J.7 === 4.7 j),F

Unless otherwise indicated, thc tolerance of rcsistors is ±5% and their rating
is ~-~ watt. The working vo1tage of capacitcrs is 2! 50 V.

The value of a resistor is indicated by a colour code as folIows.

mult. factor tolerancecolor 1st digit 2nd digit

black 0
brown 1 I
rcd 2 2
orange J J
yellow 4 4
grecn 5 5
blue 6 6
vieler 7 7
grey 8 8
wbite 9 9
gold
silver
none

X 101 ±I%
x 102 ±2%
x 103
xl04
xl05 ±0.5%
x 106

x Iü-! ±5%
x 10-2 ±IO%

±20%

Exarnples:
brown-red-brcwn-gotd = 120 Q, 5%
yellow-viclet-orange-gcld = 47 kQ, 5%

In populating a sca, always start with the smallest passive compcnents, that
is. wire bridges. resistors and small capacttors: and then IC sockers, relays, elec-
trolytic and other large capacitors, and connectors. Vulnerable semiconductors
and rcs should be done last.

Soldering. Use a 15-30 W soldering iron with a fine tip and tin with a resin
core (60/40) Insert the terminals of components in the board, bend them slight-
ly, cut them short, and solder: wait 1-2 scconds for the tin to flow srnoothly
and remove the iron. 00 not overheat, particularly when soldering ICS and semi-
conductors. Unsoldering is best donc with a suction iron or specia! unsclder-
ing braid.

Faultfinding. If the circuit does not work, carefu11y compare the papulated
board with the published componem layout and parts list. Are a11thc cornpo-
nems in the correet position? Has correet polarity been observed? Have the
powerlines been reversed? Are a1J solder joints sound? Havc any wire bridges
becn forgonen?

If voltage levels have been given on the circuit diagram, do those
measured on the board match them - note that deviations up 10 ± 10% from
the specified values are acceptable.

Possible corrections 10 published projects are published from time 10 time in
this rnagazine. Also, the readers letters column often coruains useful ccm-
ments/additions to the published projects.L ~
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SWITCHBOARD
Switchboard allows all PRIVATE READERS 01
ElektorElectronicsone FREE advertisemenl
of up 10 108 characters, including spaces,
commas, numerals, etc.. per month.

Wrlle the advertlsement, which MUST
relete 10 electronrcs. In the coupon on tnts
page; 11MU$T INClUDE a private telephcne
number cr name and address; post office
boxes are NOT acceptabie.

Elektor EJectronics (Publishing) can not ac-
cept responsibility for any correspondence er
transactlon as a resull 01a free advertisement
or 01any inaccuracy in the text ot such an ad-
vertlsement.

Advertisemenls will be placed in the order
in which Ihey are received.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) reserve
the right 10 reluse advertisemenls withoul
giving reasons orwithout returning them.

WANTED: Fairchild UA726 dual tranststors: Sadi
024A ics: A0533, A0534, AD532, SSM20SO. Write
to K Singh, 89 Fountain Road, Birmingham Bl7
8NP. England.

FOR SALE: AOS pen plotter, HP compatible; excel-
lent condition, little used, still boxed, f1750 o.n.o.
Phone 01654 781 335.

FOR SALE: Microchip PICstart 16BI dveloprnent
system, complete. f80 (half price). Phone
01202518665.

WANTED: Silicon Systems SS1263A speech chlp.
Please phone 002711 881 0802 (SA - office hours
er write to Lood Strydom, P 0 Box 1632, Paulshof
2056, South Africa.

FOR SALE: 465 Tektronix oscüloscope, dual trace.

sweep delay, with manual, f.25Q. Phone
Allan on 01705 S99 200.
fOR SALE: Elektor Eiearenies 1980--1994. Two
8051 boards with Micro 'C' softwere. 000.
Ring Fred on 0191 372 0923.

Send this coupon [0
Elektor Electronics (Publtshing)

P.O. Box 1414
Derchester DT2 8YH

England

Block capitals please - one character to each box

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS 06/95

Name and address MUST be given

E10 post paid. Phone Matthew on 0181 523
8058 or 0973 301 882.

FOR SALE: Circuit diagram of capacitance
meter for DMM. E 1.00 Payable by postal er
money order or cheque to Ra] K Gorkhali,
5/12 Basamtapur, Kathmandu, Nepal.

pleased to pass it on to other
readers. Ta these readers a
warning: be very careful when
heating tne board-mind your
fingers: use kitchen tongs-and
consider the fire risk. Without
having tried this method our-
selves, it nevertheless appears
to be an excellent and simple
way 01producing boards.
Readers should also note

that print layouts 01projects in
ttie 1995 issues 01 this maga-
zine - even those not available
readymade - may be taken fram
the CO-ROM that will soon
become available. [Editor]

__'1/

950098-1
overlay

missing from May
~
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ClfAROUT of computer iterns, peripherals,
etc. Send SAE for list to M. Brown, 2
Glentworth Avenue, Coventry CV6 2HW

FüR SALE: Magbase database. Demo = 100
articles. Free via e-mail. Working progr =
4000+ artides. HO plus p&p. 0053.3+.
Demo f2 plus p&p via post.
sandeman @plessey.co.sa.

WANTED: Sage Audio Supermos 2 amp
module. Phone 0047 3701 6362 or write 10
Tor Sundsdal, Nordre Kirkefjell, 29 4800
Arendal, Norway.

FOR SALE: Cable for connecting Caslo SF
series digital diaries with !'C, with Windows
software. t:2O plus p&p. Write or phone 10
Milan Urosevic, Am Kaltenborn 2, 61462,
Koenigsteln. Cermany. Phone 00496174
22764.

fOR SALE: 200+ valves. f 50. Phone 01473
(Ipswich) 230362 ..

WAl\'TED: Circuit drawings for BT OF200.
phone/fax. Will pay for postage and any
other costs. Write 10 Pau! Orman. 117
McAlroy Road, Ferny Grove 4055,
Queensland. Australia.

WANTEn: 100 W+ power amplifier drcutts.
Also want to exchange ideas and informa-
tion with other hobbyists. Write 10 Krishna
Mummareddi, 2549 Stow Ct, Crofton,
MD-21114, USA.

FÜR SALE: Shackman 7000 osdlloscope carn-
era. Used once. Cost f 328. Offers of areund
f 200. Phone 01493 655149 (evenings)

FüR SALE: 200 5,\4in double density disks,

Corrections and Updates
Satellite Finder

(March 1996, p, 52-55)Digital VU Meter - Part 2
(May 1995)

overlay of the component lay-
out: this is now given below.
We apologize for any inconve-
nlence this error may have
caused.The illustratton of the PCB in

Figure 3 of this arttele (page 57)
contains an error: the lowest
part of the figure is not the

In the circuit diagram.
Hgure 2, the + and - con-
nections of the moving-coil
meter; Ml, should be trans- I /

posed. (9600n-L) L/
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Those Engineers Ud
are regular advertisers
in this magazine and
weil established as

developers and sup-
pliers of simulation pro-
grams for various elec-
tronics applications,

ranging from simple fil-
ters to complex Smith
diagrams. The wonder-
ful software products
supplied by Those
Engineers certainly

deserve to be put in the
limelight by means of

this column. This month
we look at a Spice-like
network simulation pro-
gram called SpiceAge

for Windows.

.... 62

Simulation of electronic circuits is not
possible without the help of a power-
ful computer and some appropriate
software. Many programs available in
this area are based on the Spiee stan-
dard are, in fact, further developmen ts
of it. These Engmeers apparently left
the Spiee standard for what it is, and
started to develop a simulation pro-
gram from scratch. A1though they ob-
viously did take into account that their
product had to be compatible with the
Spiee standard, SpiceAge has a struc-
ture which is markedly different from
other Spiee programs.
SpiceAge for Wmdows meanwhile

matured intc version 5.015 and runs
under Windows 3.1 or Windows 95, as
indicated by its name. A number of
levels are available, ranging frorn a
hobby version with up to 16 nodes to
a top-of-the-range version offering
1,800nodes digital simulation options,
Spiee primitives and multi-dimension-
al polynormals. A remarkable feature
of the program is its ability to import
WAV (wave) files, which may be
analysed and used as a signal souree.
The program also aUows YOll to send
the output signals produced by simu-
lated cireuits to the soundeard in your
PC In this way you can actually hear
the results of your design work!
As with most Windows programs,

installing the product is very simple in-

deed. The real work begins onee you
have the program up and running.
You then have to load an existing net-
work file, or enter a new network w:ith
the aid of the built-in editor.
The editor assists you during the

circuit entry phase by offenng buttons
that bring up most commonly used
eomponents. Double-clicking on such
a button pops up a basic !ine with a11
necessary details in the netlist, allow-
ing you to enter the relevant values
and junetions. Next, an analysis may
be run whieh, depending on the pro-
gram level you have, enables circuit
parameters like quiescent current set-
ting, frequency characteristic, transient
response and impedance response to
be computed, or a Fourier analysis to
be performed on a certain signal.
Countless options are available for

the various types of analysis. Of course
it is possible to see how the circuit re-
acts to temperature variations or com-
ponent tolerances. Likewise, it is easy
to have the program da an X-Yplot for
you, or create a Lissajous figure .
SpiceAge has a !ibrary which eom-

prises most standard components. On
top of that, it is possible to build com-
plex blocks that represent a certain
component. A number of such blocks
are available in the standard library
(for exemple. a 555-based tirner).
The lugher levels of the program

feature a Zetex-Spice libary as a stan-
dard. This libary contains a wide range
of transistor and diode models. As a
matter of course, it is possible to extend
the library yourself - Spiee models
from semiconduetor manufacturers
may be used without problems.

BELLS AND WHISTLES
A number of add-on utilities are avail-
able for SpiceAge Ior Windows. One of
these is Modelmaker, whieh aUows
you to create electrical rnodels of
opamps, transformers, attenuators and
transistors. Another utility, SuperFilter,
ealculates and analyzes active, passive,
switched-capacitor and digital filters
based on a number of user-specified
parameters. We found the Information
received from Those Engineers on this
extension interesting enough to put
the program on our list of review soft-
ware for future articles. We will keep
you posted.
Finally, there is Geseca for Win-

dows, a graphics entry program for
SpiceAge which allows the user to
draw a circuit diagram in a simple
manner, and then have the pro gram
convert it in to a netlist. Geseca was
supplied with our test version of
SpiceAge for Windows. After some
experimenting, it soon appeared that
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Geseca is really invaluable because
the alternative, compiling the netlist
manually, is pretty tedious. Potential
buyers of SpiceAge are, therefore,
well advised to consider purchasing
the Geseca extension as well - it is
certainly worth the Investment.

CONCLUSION
SpiceAge for Windows offers a pIetho-
ra of opdons, and during the our brief
test period we failed to discover any-
thing that could not be simulated by
the program. The wide range of avail-
able signal sources, simple and com-
plex models, analysis and sweep func-
tions, plot features and additional util-
ities a1l help to make this a really
complete paekage frorn a reputable
supplier.
In pracrice. we also discovered that

the program makes good use of all
features offered by the modern Win-
dows environment. As such, SpiceAge
for Windows sets an example for
many competing products.
SpiceAge for Windows and Geseea

for Windows form a perfect combina-
tion for advaneed electronic simula-
tion. Those Engineers have obviously
succeeded in producing a remarkably
extensive and versatile (but still user-

1 SeiceAge-d:\sp:lce~e\llets\55!1:aslcm~ 1::11]
Ble .G.t8ph Network Analyse freguency TIme Etesentation Window Hetp

~lfJl13l~ ItJlßI~ 1~.I"I:O:;118~1~1~ l"nl~lel
· Netlist editor ~· .·
• All estabje square ~ gSllImilot ttutH aruund a 555 circuit • rne Edit Bookmark tlelp
• The 555 is actually e library circuil called cmos555 litt ~el'lil iearch I .!:tack HisJ.OIY cc -I V

R. phcc fl2:7 F10.CIXXlk
Oscilloscone setnncs

BI +out YCC ·out·gnd Fl0.1DlIJ nottllng irreversible beppene to the analysrs data. Th!S all~ •
Rb pl:7 p1:2 Fl00lXJk en estennon to the stop time rot exarnple "Nhen the OI"Ialysrs:

CI pl·2 p2:gnd Fl{IUXXln is resurned, the acldmonel time will be drspleyed

> lCl cmos555 +cvcc ·v:gnd thr:2 Irq:2 • "Ntlen e:o.tendible rs checkad. you Cl'lII chl"lnge Ihe vene otne• . displeyed etertüme and hold it All $ubsequent fesumed

1+I'LIIFfI1;l;I+I~IHIIIQIf{I!([J5"II'''lI~II'QI-QIMalyses will usa the +ozen steneme 0.$ Ihe minimum mne
dis I ed unless u relel!.se Ihe hold bult n. •

· Trensrent . ·__ /71.000CI

I
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,
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_ O~ •• -'"' tDOOm ,...,.. .• __ - ,....,., _ --'"' 3.000lm .- .- -,
friendly) simulation program for use
on the Windows platform.

For further information, contact
Those Engineers Ltd., 31 Birkbeck
Road, London NW74BP. Tel. (0181) 1\ I
9060155, fax (0181) 906 0969. E-mail \1-
l00550.245S@compuserve.com.

(965045)

~J16
eRapid digital filter modelling with links to
SuperFILTER digital and analogue filter
synthesizer (optional extra)
eNon-linear magnetic modelling including
ferromagnetic hysteresis
eExtended scope 01 Modelmaker
(optional extra). the utility that synthesizes
opamps, translormers, attenuators. ...••-"'7- ....
bipolar, JFET and MOSFET transistor :__~-~-~---"'\ ~__~_~~__._~ _
librarymodels __._:._~_~_~ ~__ ~__~_~~ ~._.
• Other benefits from this mature product :._~-~-~-_-~-~_-~ _~-~~_-.-~---
which enjoys dilligent maintenance and ~- ...... ,..j ..... ~.•• +.'I ': :

•• --,' - -,'-,-,--' - -,----,--,- -, - - - -. i ---
professional support include: a new .~_~_~_~ ~ ~__~_~~_. _~ _
manual; new (rationalised)pinconvention; "'" ..... " :: :: : :::: ,

laster calculating; larger circuits; tougher ~'i~~--~-~7~"~-~~·ir~,,~'r~,,~,.-~r!'~'~"~'~'~""~~~-~r~Ii~:~··~·i~I-~~'~'~"~:';'~':'~:~':~'.~-~.-~:.~.~..~:~-~.:.~.~:.~:'~';'~':~'~'~convergence; helpful customer base (for -~.,..~h.."r. ......J.,.~...::z-ht_~~:., ..;,..~_..~ ~~_.~- .- 1l:.
mutual problem solving and model ~ 503~ :dB=·46.82
shaMng);widening third party support with
links 10 schematic capture and synthesis
programs (native schematic capture also available as an optional extra). Contact Those
Engineers LId at 31 Birkbeck Road, LONDON NW74BP. Tel 0181 906 0155

FAX 0181906 0969 Email100550.2455@compuserve.com
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active
power buffer

Frequently,
a direct

voltage is
required in

a circuit
that must
be free of

hum and noise,
but not regu-
lated. For in-

stance, the sup-
ply to an audio
output stage must
be able to vary with the
mains voltage and the
load. Another example
is when in the work-
shop a variable-ratio
transformer (variac) is
to produce a well-fil-

tered direct voltage with
good loading capacity
for general purposes.

with temperature
monitor

Design by W. Steirnle

The hurn emanating frorn an unregu-
lated power supply ts normally caused
by too high a current drain or too
small a reservoir capacitor. Enlarging
the capacitor is often the simplest, but
not always the most effective, way of
dealing with the problern. Hum is the
manifestation of a ripple on the output
voltage and it ls best to suppress this
in an active manner.
The circuit diagram in Figure 1

looks like that of a conventional series
regulator, but has no regulating am-
plifier with control comparator. There-
fore, the output voltage automaticaUy
adapts itself in accordance with the

64

input alternating voltage and the CUf-
rent through the load. Consequently,
the entire hwn voltage is applied to the
collector-emitter junction of darlington
transistor T3.The advantage of such an
arrangement lies in a drastic reduction
of the maximurrt dissipated power (at
the highest mains voltage).
The lower part of the figure is a

temperature monitor in which T4 is the
sensor. If this transistor detects an over-
temperature, the monitor circuit pulls
the base of driver T21and thus that of
T3.o to ground. This effeetively cuts off
the output eurrent, so that no more
power is dissipated.
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CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION

The circuit is arranged SO that the
power section (upper part of the fig-
ure) and the temperature monitor
have their own rectifier. That for the
mcnitor is the bridge rectifier, shunted
by reservoir capactor Cu while D] and
02 serve the power section.
Whereas the potential across CL has

a ripple whose Ievel depends on the
load current, the voltages across Cl
and C2 are virtually free of ripple,
since the load is smaU. The potential
across Cl is about equal to the peak
value of the alternating voltage ap-
plied to the bridge rectifier. The volt-
age across C2 depends on the mini-
mum level across Cu Uo(min)1 because
it is pulJed down by D3 twice in each
mains period to Uo(min)+ UD3- The po-
tential across Cu Uc2/ dete.rmines the
output voltage, which is about
Uc2-4UD3·
Diode D4 is necessary to ensure

that UCE of emitter follower T2 retains
a nominal value when the potential
across Cl is a rninimum. Resistors R4
and RS ensure that the direct current
through T4 is not too dependent on
the current amplification of the tran-
sistor and the load current.
Resistor R1 provides the charging

current for Cu which rnust, of course,
always be greate.r than the current
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through 04 and the base current of T2-
Since the drop across R1 increases the
dissipation of Ty the resistor should be
kept as small as possible. It should be
not too small, however, because at
large load currents It determines the
ripple on Uc2' Its specified value is a
comprorruse between these conflicting
requirements.
Since the base of T3 is fed from the

inductive output of Tu resistor R6 is
necessary to obviate any tendency of
the darlington to oscillate. Note that R7
and C3 already tend to make the reac-
tance more resistive.
Resistor RB provides a minimurrt

load for the rircuit.

TlP142

L..__ -<E

Figure t, Cireuit dia-
gram of the aetive
power buffer, Ine/ud-
ing temperature moni-
tor.

Resistor Rs prevents driver T2 from
switching off during the quiescent
state when T3 draws only a tiny base
current.
Transistor Tl draws a current

through 051 which is more or less di-
rectly proportional to the peak hum
voLtage and inversely proportional to
the value of R3- This means that the

Figura 2. A 100 Hz
hum voltage and the
dlrect voitage at the
output that depends
on the load eurrent;
input eltematlng voIt-
age Is 20.7 V.

CD
500 mVldiv

offset: 0,000 V
10: 1 AC

o
10,0 mVldrv

1III!!!!!11==~~:==I!!!II!!!!!I'!!!!!tI==~~~offset: - 10,00 mVpi 1:1AC

-10 ms Os
2 ms/div

10 ms

960013 -13
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Figure 3. Hum voltage vs time
at the input and at the output
01 the circult.

brightness of the lED increases with ris-
ing load current.
Diode 06 comes into action onJy

when, for instance, the circuit is being
used to charge a battery and the mains
fails. The diode then prevents too high
a reverse-bias volrage at the base-emit-
ter junctions of Tz and T3-
The output resistance, R01 of the cir-

cuit depends in the first instance on
the value of CL and the peak-to-peak
value of the hum voltage, UH(pP)f
across this capedtor:

where f is the mains frequency. Thus,
if Ce ~ 10 mF, Ro ~ Irl.
The residual hurn voltage at the

output depends on load current 10,
This is shown diagrarnrnatically in Fig-
ure 2, which assumes an output volt-
age of 24 V. When the load current is
10 AI hum suppression is about 30 dß.
Note that the frequency of UH is
100 Hz. Figure 2 also shows the rela-
tionship between Uo and 10, From this
it will be seen that Ra = 0.3 n.
These measurements were carried

out with the Input alternating voltage
held constant at 20.7V In practke, this
voltage drops somewhat owing to the
internal resistance of the transfcrrner.

Figu.re 3 shows the hum voltage at
the input and output. Note that the
hum suppression at peak-to-peak val-
ues is about 50, that is, 34 dB, or a lit-
tle better than previously.
If the average direct voltage at T 3 Is

made equal to half the hum voltage,
the dissipated power, P, is

Thus, when 10 ~ 10A and Ce ~ 10 mF,
the power dissipation is 50 W Note
that this value is independent of the
output voltage.
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TEMPERATURE
MONITOR
For Input voltages greater than about
6 V, the circuit is not proof against sus-
tained short-circuits.
It has. however, a temperature

monitor which arranges fcr the load to
be disconnected when the tempera-
ture rises above apreset level. This
arrangement is particularly sensible for
occasions when, far instance, the pre-
sent circuit is used in conjunction with
a variac for various purposes when an
unwanted overload can happen all too
easily.
The sensor is a Type 80139 transis-

t01~ which shouJd be mounted on a
suitable heat sink The sensor action is
effected by the temperature depen-
dence of the base-emitter voltage,
which is easily cornputed. The sensor
and T5 form a Schmitt trigger with
temperature-dependent threshold and
hysteresis.
The base-emitter voltage of T4 is

held constant by 1C2 at a valu.e set with
Pl, at which the monitor comes into
action when the temperature of the
heat sink reaches 85-90 "C. When that
happens, T6 pulls the base of Tz to
ground via RB whereupon T3 is cut off
and the output is open-circuited.
Power for the monitor circuit is de-

rived from a mains adaptor that must
provide at least 18 V. It may also be
taken from the + terminal 01 Ce if the
potential across this capadtor lies be-
tween 18 V and 40 V. lf it is lugher
than 40 V. it is pulled to this value by°7,The rating of this zener diode must
be such that the voltage at the input 01
leI remains below 40 V when UCL is a
maximum and above 18V when Ua is
a minimum.

CONSTRUCTION
The circuit complete with temperature
monitor is best built on the printed-cir-
cuit board shown in Figure 4 (which
unfortunately is not available ready
made). The two sections of the circuit

are linked on the board by the corn-
mon earth track at the centre and the
connection from T6 to the base of Tz-
via R2. U this resistor is omitted, the
two seetions are completely iso la ted
from one another (apart from the com-
mon earth track).
lf 07 is not used, it should be re-

plaeed by a wire bridge.
Note that T3and T. are fitted at the

track side of the board. When the
board is fitted on to the heat sink as in
Figure 5, these transistors must be fit-
ted on to the heat sink with the aid of
insulating washers, screws and nuts.
Two holes are provided in the board
near T2 and T5 to allow access to the
relevant screws.
Connect the - terminale from the

bridge rectifier to the relevant terrni-
nals on the board via light-duty insu-
lated circuit wire, and the + and 0 ter-
minals to the relevant terminals on the
board by medium-duty insulated cir-
cuit wire.
The buffered output Is available at

the emitter terminal of T 3,

INITIAL TEST
The circuit may be tested by checking
whether the voltages measured at var-
ious points indicated in Figure 1 coin-
cide with the values shown in that fig-
ure. The values were measured in the
prototype with an Input voltage of
25 V and an open-circuit output.

SETTING UP
The temperature at which the monitor
switches off the output is set with P1'
This temperature is determined by the
heat resistance of the heat sink on
which T3 is fitted. lf this is 1.8 Kwt,
for instance, and the output power is
40 W, the temperature of the heat sink
is 1.8 x 40 ~ 72 K with respect to the
ambient temperature. The tempera-
ture of the power transistor itself is an-
other 40 K above this, so that, when
the ambient temperature is 25°C, it
reaches 137 -c. The maximum per-
missible temperature of the TIP142 is
150 -c.
Set P, fully antidockwise and load

the circuit with apower resistor of
0.5Q, rated at z 32Wand set the input
voltage derived from a variac to such a
value that the output current is 8 A
(maximum current through the TIPl42
is 10A). lf only a fixed alternating volt-
age is available as input, the load resis-
tance should be chosen to cause a CUT-
rent 01 about 8 A to flow through it.
The voltage at the power transistor de-
pends on the value of Cu and it is well
known that the tolerances of elec-
trolytic capacitors vary widely. There-
fore, it is better to measure the collec-
tor-emitter voltege and multiply this by
the current to arrive at the dissipated
power, which shouJd be about 40W At
this power, the LW shouJd light.
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Miscellaneous:
Heat sink 1.8 K W-1
Insulating washers, screws and
nuts for T3 and T4

Parts list

Resistors:
R
"
R3 ~ 1 kQ, 5 W

R. ~ 39 n
R, ~ 1.2 kQ
Rs ~ 3.9 kQ
Rs, R7, R18 = 47 Q
R.~680Q,5W
Rg-R11 = 4.7 kQ
R,• ~ 820 Q
R'3 ~ 15 kn
R14 ~ 220 kQ
RlS ~ 27 kQ
R,• ~ 2.2 kQ
RH ~ 22 kQ
P1 = 2.5 kQ preset

Capacitors:
C, ~ 100 IlF, 63 V, upright
C. ~ 470 IlF, 63 V, upright
C3~33pF
C, ~ 471lF. 63 V, upright
Cs~100nF

Semiconductors:
°1-°3 ~ 1N4007
0" 0, ~ 1N4004
Os = LED, high-efficiency, red
07 = see text
T, ~ BC327
T. ~ BC141·16
T3 ~ TIP142
T, ~ B0139
Ts ~ BC337
T, ~ BSS101 (Siemens)

Integrated circuits:
IC1 = LM317LZ (National Semicon-
ductor)
IC2 = LT1004-2.5 (Linear 'rechnet-
ogy) or LM336·2.5 (National Serni-
conductor)

Wait about 30 minutes, after which
the heat sink temperature should be
about 72 K higher than the ambient
temperature (as cornputed earlier). It
is, of course, better to measure the
temperature, but this presupposes that
a suitable thermometer is available.
When the stated temperature has

been reached, turn fhe wiper of PI
carefully dockwise until the LED lights
brightest. The monitor then comes into
action: the current is cut off and the
temperature drops.
Wait a while for the temperature to

reach a lower value, when the moni-
tor should be deactivated, and an out-
put current flows again.
Increase the power dissipation

slightly and repeat the foregoing. In
this way, average cut-off and switch-
on ternperatures will be set.

Figure 4. The
prinled-cireuil
board for Ihe ae-
live power buffer,
ineluding lempera-
ture monitor.

5

1"""'1 Figure 5. Photo-
graph of the com-
pleled prototype.
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Parts list

Resistors:
Rl, R3 = 1 kQ, 5 W
R2=39Q
R4 = 1.2 kQ
R5 = 3.9 kQ
R6, R7, R1S = 47 Q
RS = 680 Q. 5 W
R9-Rll = 4.7 kQ
R12 = 820 Q
R13 = 15 kQ
R14 = 220 kQ
R15 = 27 kQ
R16 = 2.2 kQ
R17 = 22 kQ
Pl = 2.5 kQ preset

Capacitors:
Cl = 100 J.lF, 63 V, upright
C2 = 470 J.lF, 63 V. upright
C3 = 33 pF
C4 = 47 J.lF, 63 V. upright
Cs = 100 nF

Semiconductors:
01-03 = 1N4007
04, 06 = 1N4004
05 = LED. high-efficiency, red
07 = see text
Tl = BC327
T2 = BC141-16
T3 = TIP142
T4 = B0139
T5 = BC337
T6 = BSS101 (Siemens)

Integrated clrcuits:
ICl = LM317LZ (National Semicon-
ductor)
IC2 = LT1004-2.5 (Linear Technol-
ogy) or LM336-2.5 (National Semi-
conductor)

Miscellaneous:
Heat sink 1.8 K W-1
Insulating washers, screws and
nuts for T3 and T4

Wait about 30 minutes, after which
the heat sink temperature should be
about 72 K higher than the ambient
temperature (as computed earlier). It
is, of course, better to measure the
temperature, but this presupposes that
a suitable thermometer is available.
When the stated temperature has

been reached, turn the wiper of PI
carefully clockwise until the LED lights
brightest. The monitor then comes into
action: the current is cut off and the
temperature drops.
Wait a while for the temperature to

reach a lower value, when the moni-
tor should be deactivated, and an out-
put current flows again.
Increase the power dissipation

slightly and repeat the foregoing. In
this way, average cut-off and switch-
on temperatures will be set.

Figure 4. The
printed-circuit
board for the ae-
tive power buffer,
including tempera-
ture monitor.

~-

(960073) Figure 5. Photo-
graph of the com-
pleted prototype.
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MGF1302

Transistors
RF DATASHEET 06/96

Case: GO-4Application
S to X band low-noise amplifiers and oscillators

Manufacturer

• MITSUBISHI
.... ELECTRIC

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation.
Mitsubishi Electric Europe GmbH, Headquarters,
Gothaer Str. 8, 0-40880 Ratingen, Germany. Tel.
(+49) 2102486-0, fax (+49) 2102-486-367.
Mitsubishi Electric (U.K.) Ltd., Travellers Lane,
Hatfield, Herts ALl 0 8XB. Tel. (01707) 276100,
lax (01707) 278692.

Applicalion example
23cm ATV preamplifier,
Elektor Eleclronies June 1996

Oescription
The MGF1302 is a low-noise GaAs (gallium-
arsenide) FET (field-effect transistor) with an
N-channel Schottky gate, which is designed
tor use in S to X band ampliliers and oscilla-
tors. The hermetically sealed metal-eerarme
package ensures minimum parasitic losses,
and has a configuration suitable for microstrip
circuits.

Features
> Low noise figure NFmin

= 1.4 dB (max.) @ f = 4 GHz
> High associated gain Gs

= 11 dB (min.) @ f = 4 GHz
> High reliability and stability

Recommended bias conditions
> VDS = 3 V
>lo=10mA

Outline drawing

um!: millimeier
(inches)

"'.!±D.Z
(0.011 ",0.001)

r----1

Absolute manmum ratings (Ta = 25 C)

Symbol Parameter Ratings Unit

VGDO
Gate to drain -6 Vvoltage

VGSO Gate 10 source -6 Vvol1age

10 Drain current 100 mA

PT Total power 360 mWdissipation*

Tch Channel 175 oetemperature

T., Storage -55 - oe
temperature +175

*Tc = 25°C

GIP .nd P'd8 (T, = 25 e vn= 3 V)

f= 4 GHz f=12GHz

IO=10mA lo=30mA lo=10mA lo=30rnA

G" (dB) 15.5 16.8 9.6 '0.5

PldB (dBm) 12.6 14.5 10.5 12.7

'r,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
,,
,,

SPH-300TC

Loudspeakers
Audio and HiFi DATASHEET 06/96

12-inch 250 watt woofer

Application
- 31/2-way speaker combinations
- bass reflex systems
- band pass systems
- actively filtered systems
- subwoofer systems

Manufacturer

MO~R.

963010-17

Oescription
The SPH-300TC ls a hi-fi woofer with a carbon
fibre reinforced polypropylene cone, rubber sur-
round, die cast frame, vented magnet and twin
voice coils (2x8n) .

Application example
Surround Sound Subwoofer 1/2/3, Elektor Elee-
tronics March, April, May 1996

Outline drawing

sescoorc

963010 ·18

Inter-Mercador GmbH & Co., KG Import-Export,
Zum falsch 36, 0-28307 Bremen, Germany. Tel.
(+49) 4214865-0, lax (+49) 421488415.
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MGF1302SPH·300TC

Transistors
RF

Loudspeakers
Audio and HiFi 06/96DATASHEET06/96DATASHEET

Eleclncal characterfsncs (Ta = 25 CI

limits
Symbol Parameter Test Condilions Unil

Min Typ Max

V(BR)GDO Gate 10 crain breakdown voltage IG~~100I1A -6 V ~
.2

V(BR)GSO Gate 10 source breakdown vcnace IG=-100J.lA -6 V c
0

IGSS Gate 10 source leakage current VGs=-3V, Vos=OV 10 "A ii
.!!!

loss Saturated drain currenl VGS-OV, Vos-3V 30 60 100 mA UJ

VGS(aff) gate 10 souree cut-oft voltage Vos-3V,lo-l00flA -0.3 -3.5 V ~~
'm Transconductance Vos-3V,la-IOmA 25 45 mS W

f=4GHz 11 dB
G, Associated gain VQs=3V, 10-== IOmA

f = 12GHz 5 dB

f=4GHz 1.4 dB
NFmin Minimum noise figure Vas",,3V,lo=10mA

f=12GHz 4.0 dB

RII1(eh-al Thermal resistance " tJ.V, method 416 'CNI

" channel 10 amblent

5".S" w>. f. S".S" ... 1.

FrequencY/lmpedance response

Parameter Symbol Value{s) Unil

lmpedance Z 2x8 "Frequeney range 20-2.000 Hz
Free-air reeonance f, 23 Hz
Cross-over Freq. (12dB/oct) 'max 1,000 Hz
Musie power 2x250 W
Power ratinq 2x120 W"",
Sensitivity 1W/1 m SPl 88/91 dB

Suspension compllance Cm, 0.94 mmiN
Moving mass Mm, 60 ,
Mecbancal 0 tactor °m, 2.01

Electrical 0 Iactor Oeo 0.22

Total 0 tactor Q. 0.21

Compllanee equlvalent volurne V" 315 ltr

DC resetaneu ot volce coll R, 2x6.3 Q

voce cöll lnouctance (1kHz} t, 2xl.0 mH
Voice coil olameter 50 mm
voce coil former Alu

Voice coll winding heighl 16 mm
Lin. excursion peak 10 peak Xm" 8 mm
Max. excurslon peak 10 peak 16 mm
Air gap heighl 8 mm
Magnetic density flux B 1.1 Tesla

Total gap flux phi 1.37 mWb
Force factor B x L 15.B Tm
Ettectlve cone area SO 495 cmä
Magnet diameter 156 mm
Magnet weight 49.8 01

Baffte cutout 280 mm dia.

Mounting depth 140 mm
Mln. ret volume for OTC 0.7 32 IIr

Min. net vclume for OTC 0.6 44 11r

Min. net volume for bass reflex 54 11r

Dimensions 306 mm dia.

Total weighl 4.0 kg

~
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